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Voiceless student
seeks a credential
HSU is baffled at what’s to be done with
an inaudible ed major who wants to teach
they don’t have the power to waive it.
But, so far as I know up to this point,
the university has taken no position on

By S. Tammy Harrer
Staff writer

Education major Lisa Bach, unable
to speak audibly, wants a teaching
credential, but is hindered by a situation never before encountered by the
HSU faculty and administration.
Bach said the primary problem involves the university’s policies of working with handicapped students and
making reasonable accommodations.
Bach underwent an extensive operation during the summer and as a result
can no longer speak audibly.

As such, Bach has to use either sign
language or an interpreter to speak.
-— where the difficulties arose, she
said.
**As an example,"’ Bach said in an
interview through her interpreter, ‘‘it’s
a requirement I take a speech class, for
which there are no substitutes, and the
university

said

I

couldn’t

take

the

course because I had no voice.”
Bach offered to bring an interpreter
to the class to speak for her, but that
was not acceptable, and neither was
sign language, Bach said.
Ronald Young, dean of the College
of Creative Arts and Humanities,
disagreed.
:
“To my knowledge, the university
hasn’t made a decision on it at all yet,”’
Young said. ‘‘The speech department
refused to waive the course because

it.””

to

The s
take

es

rse Bach is supposed
oral readings in

literature,

children’s

said.

Young

Students are supposed to demonstrate
their ability to read children’s literature
to children.
~«‘‘If Lisa brings in someone who can
the literature, it’s not Lisa,”
Young said.
tion
“It’s up to the Teacher Pr
Or not
Committee to decide whether
the course can be waived,’’ he added.
“There won't be any objection from
anyone in the department if the course

is waived.’’
Also in

question,

she

whether

can

said,

Bach

obtain

a

is

teaching

credential from HSU.
“1 can’t get a teaching credential
from HSU,” Bach said. ‘‘If 1 wanted
to graduate with a teaching credential,
it would have to be specialized credential, and they don’t have a specialized
credential program. They say I can’t
teach regular kids.”’
Bach said a specialized program
grants only special credentials, so she
could only teach deaf children.
to teach deaf
want
“1 don’t
children,’’ Bach stressed. ‘‘I] want to
teach regular children.
“They said they’d let me into the
regular program,”’ she said, “‘if I could

pass
which

the

speech

and

hearing

tests,

I can’t.”’

According to HSU Affirmative Action Officer Helen Batchelor, it never
occurred to the faculty it would ever
have to deal with such a problem.
“‘She (Lisa) has a very special kind
of problem,” Batchelor said. ‘‘She’s
not deaf and yet she’s been put into
that category because of her speech
problem.
“‘We will have to address the problem of disabled students on campus
and what kinds of accommodations

might be called for in broad areas."
h approached HSU President

Alistair McCrone with her concerns

and did not find the visit to be all that
reassuring.
**] went to McCrone and he said he
would look into it.”” Bach said. ‘‘He
Lisa Bach

See PROBLEM, back page
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Disorder wastes away female
By Domini Maffei
Staf! writer
An HSU

student
died last month of
nervosa, or self-starvation.
Facts are being withheld at her parent’s
One fact, however, remains clear.
Anorexia is beco
increasingly
common in the United
Anorexia was first described by
Simone Portio, an Italian physician, in
1500; it is by no means a new disease. It

is, though, one of the few psychiatric

disorders that can lead to death.
Ina
blished on anorexia,
fe renew
. Philip Wilson and Ira
tz said ne death rate of the disease
is from 1 to 10 percent.
Anorexia affects tens of thousands
of
. The disease usually begins
with the onset of puberty.

Wilson and Mintz stated 90 percent

of anorexia cases are adolescent girls.
**] live on grapes and lettuce. I'm so
afraid of putting on weight,’ quoted
the New York Times of a starving actress.

A study by Dr. Martin Ceaser of the
department
of
psychiatry
at

body),’’ Ceaser wrote, ‘‘the patient
- have the delusioned belief she is

Georgetown University and Medical
School characterized anorexia nervosa
as
asa tee
fear of becoming fat’’

‘at

and a “‘relentless pursuit of thinness.”’

to this study, the average
anorexic has lost 25 percent
or more of
his or her bod
The pede
anorexia ern
ARO

becoming fat. Bizarre
food, eating and elimination, Ceaser

said, hhelp the anorexic feel she has control over her gee. The anorexic ma’
cut her food into
» hideea ond adh

them around on her plate, but will
avoid eating them.

Wilson and Mintz described
a typical
anorexia patient’s diet as wenger vn
low-calorie, high-protein foods whic
concentrate on cottage cheese, carrots
and diet soda. ‘ss aeeeendsomndide er
no breakfast or lunch, and extremely
minute portions at dinner.
In the course of the disease, Ceaser

described patients
as those who strongly deny any feeling
of hunger. The

eeu
tlie
usually withdraws
from Sie and
aa has a distorted body

"Boonie
cachexia

even a state of marked
(a

wasting

away

of

the

victims
—_ thing she can control is what
goes into her body.
Emil Rodolfa | the HSU Counseling
Center also treats anorexics. He
he feels the demands of society
drive
le to self-starvation.
Rodolfa said many expectations are
eee ues wenn So SS 8 Saree
ive
women —
t OK
caenel messages that t
as they are, Rodolfa ex
a
He said anorexic women feel they
have to be different to be accepted by
their parents and by the rest of society.
They see thinness as a means to acceptance
The health center and the counseling
center work together to treat anorexia
patients.
Garver said the actual reason for
anorexia is not medical, but the consequences of it may be. For this reason,a
patient is treated both psychologically
and hysiologically.
e feel the solution is in counseling,’’ Garver said. ‘‘Where the patient
can establish rapport and support,
either here or at the counseling center,

98

Along
with —_, ve
anorexics follow a compulsi

—

exercise

program,

hunt)
ighly

and

deny any feelings of fatigue.
Amenorrhea,
or the absence of
menstruation, can also occur.
Dr. C
Garver of the HSU Student H
Center said this differs
from amenorrhea which may occur in
women athletes, because in anorexia
cases the cause is not physical but

psychological.

Garver is starting his second year at
the health center; treating anorexics is
a part
of his practice.
Garver
people generally do not
es ee
Dee, coer a
ae
Se
ee
ane,
des
disease is usually
discovered
the
course of westunaiet for other problems
such as anemia or amenorrhea.
Garver said he feels anorexia is a
behavioral
disease; he sees it as a matter of control. The anorexic feels she
has no control
over her life. She fears
sexual development, childhood’s end

or

separation

from

an

overbearing

is what is important.’’

At the counseling center, Rodolfa
tries to get his patients to understand
the dynamics behind their actions, and
gain control over them.
He also works with hypnosis to s
ee better feelings and increase fi
ngs of control over taking food.
Rodolfa deals
with the individual anorexia ie since he practices in a college setting
where most of
his patients are away from home. He
said he does feel, bemever, that family

Bulimia: Obsession for food, self-abuse
By Jennifer McGauley
Copy chief

Bulimia, an eating disorder in which
victims consume extreme quantities of
food and then induce vomiting to rid
themselves of their intake, affects approximately 10 percent of the women
at HSU, Emil Rodolfa, psychologist at
the HSU Counseling Center,
‘*] think there are some women here
who are real tied into the cycle.”’
The disorder, opposite anorexia nervosa on the same continuum, stems
ae
a fear of gaining weight
ire to attain society’s stan—_ of the ‘‘ideal’’ woman, Rodolfa
The weight of a bulimic, however,
tends to hover around what is considered normal for the woman, he said,
adding that some exceed and some fall
short of their normal w
Aside
from
societ > pene.
others, such as parental
ic
pressures, also contribute.
“*] would think women who
college are more susceptible
they’re
in a _ pressure-cooker
situation,’’ Rodolfa said.
ia, meani
*‘ox hunger,”
ly consists of frequent
bi
f
4 by purges through vomiting
or 7 use of Thee os laxatives.
about one
ner aot aa ists of spicy or high-

carbbhgeente

foods,

such

doughnuts, cookies and sweets. The
victim
may purge anywhere from two
times a week, to five times a day,
Rodolfa said.
Bulimics,
usually
adolescent
females, begin the cycle casually, he
said, but their habits gradually get out
of control. The cycle
can last fiveor six
~~ and Rodolfa said some bulimics
has counseled have gone through
the
s for 10 years.
te
=more
ingrained
the cycle
becomes, the more isolated the bulimic
feels, ‘‘which makes them feel even
worse,”’ he said.
**They feel so different from others
because they’ve got this big secret that
they’ve got to hide.””
In this respect, bulimia differs from
anorexia, or self-starvation.
the anorexic virtually shuns food, the
bulimic is obsessed with it. In the form
of self-punishment, the bulimic attempts to negate this obsession through
» Rodolfa said.
In addition, Dr. Craig Garver,
physician at the HSU Student Health
Center, said bulimics do not appear as
in control as anorexics. ‘‘They’re feeling out of ——. ns
Aside from the psychological ef-

“‘A danger of volting that can be

fatal is when vomit is sucked into the
lungs or gets stuck in the airway,”
Garver said.
“If t
vomit, and do it in secret,
they could run the risk of killing
themselves.’’
Some
bulimics
go to extreme
measures to rid themselves of their
caloric intake, he said, citing a case in
which a woman used plastic baggies to
induce vomiting.
All three methods of| ooamee ©result
in a loss of potassium, which produces
extreme weakness, constipation and, in
some cases, abnormal heart rhythms,
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“*It would be very helpful,’ Rodolfa
said, ‘‘since jin a lot of ways it is a family prob!
Cindy
Anderson
Siemens
is a
therapist at the Humboldt Family Service Center in Eureka in the treatment
of anorexia victims.
Siemens, who holds a master’s
degree in psychology from HSU, said
she sees Madison Avenue as the reason
behind the disease.
‘People feel if 1 get thin everything
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Teacher complaints delay evaluations
By Garth Rogers
Campus editor

Teacher evaluations for ‘‘HSU Insight’’ will not be administered this
quarter, it was announced at Monday
night’s Student Legislative Council
meeting.
“*HSU Insight” is a booklet compiled from student evaluations to help
‘ students determine which instructors
they would
prefer
for generaleducation classes.
Ross Glen,
Associated Students
president, said the evaluations will not
be done this quarter because the
evaluation form used last spring is being revised.
The revision of the evaluation form
is the result of many complaints the
council
received
from
faculty
members, Glen said.
The council concurred that changes
need to be made in the evaluation
forms, but SLC Chai
n Joe Corcoran said, ‘‘The evaluations should

have been revised earlier in the quarter
so we could have the evaluations this
quarter.”’
Corcoran said he felt the problem
stemmed from the ineffectiveness of
the committee which oversees the
evaluations.
“‘The committee may have set itself
—— too far to really be effective,’’ he
said.
A.S. Vice-President Karen Lindsteadt, however, said, ‘‘No, the committee has not been ineffective.’’
She said working out the details of a
new form has taken a lot of time and
effort on the part of the committee. .
“‘The committee has been working
hard since day one to come up with
the information to make the changes,”’
Glen said.
Corcoran countered that one of the
roblems with the committee being so
ar behind is that the SLC has not been
adequately informed as to what has
going on with the evaluations or
that more help was needed to get the

evaluation form done in time for this
quarter.
Corcoran said he has asked Jeff
Weitz, the chairperson of the Teacher
Evaluation Committee, several times
to come to the SLC meetings and
report to council on the progress of the
committee.
Glen agreed that there has not been
enough communication from the committee and said he would make sure
this was corrected.
Also at Monday night’s meeting,
Connie Carlson, reporting for Paul
Bruno, A.S. business manager, recommended the council ‘‘hold off on the
frats until’’ a report is filed by a recently formed committee.
The committee was formed at the
direction of HSU President Alistair
McCrone to look into the feasibility of
having fraternities at HSU, she said.
The committee is being set up by
Susan Kitchen, assistant to the dean
for student services, and will include
members of the administration, faculty

SLC vacancies filled by new process
By Donna

Five positions were still vacant at the

Rodriguez

Staff weiter

Associated Students President Ross
Glen has made use of a relatively new
process in appointing various student
government positions — the Personnel
Committee.
Such appointments fall under the
jurisdiction of the A.S. president.
“I didn’t want to give up my executive prerogative,but since t
positions basically deal with the Student
Legislative Council, I felt they should
take an active part in the process,’’
Glen said in a recent interview.
The 16 members of the SLC are
elected each spring quarter by the student
body.
One
representative is
chosen from each of the seven colleges,
along with four representatives-atlarge, a freshman-dorm representative
and four commissioners (Academic
Affairs, Planning, Programming and
Student Services).

SAVE

MONEY

ON

THE

BEST

beginning
of fall quarter. Glen said the
SLC
gone too long without a full
council.
Byron
Turner,
representative-atlarge, was chairperson of the fourmember Personnel Committee.
“*We called everyone who completed
an application and scheduled them for
an interview,’ Turner said. ‘‘We held
interviews on a Sunday because Sunday was convenient for everyone.”’
Each candidate filled out the same
application form and was asked the
same questions.
The committee took notes during the
interviews. Turner said discussion of
applicants ranged in length from 15
minutes to an hour.
Glen appointed positions on recommendations from this committee. He
said this appointment process was
especially effective because of the
_—
of positions needed to be fill-

‘Overall, there was a total of about
20 applicants for these positions. We
didn’t even have that many people run
for office last year.’’
Scot Stegeman, who was appointed
Natural Resources representative this
quarter, described the process as ‘‘a
thorough and applicable system, on the

See MEMBERS, page 9

and SLC members, Carlson said.
The committee’s report should be
available ‘‘around
year,’’ she said.

the
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HUMBOLDT

The SLC also approved
its code regarding the
absences allowed members
peachment
proceedings
against them.
The discussion
which lasted more
with a motion to
would clarify how
allowed.

of the code changes,
than an hour,
n
adopt wording that
many absences were

Under the former wording
clear if the limit was three a
quarter or three per year.
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Frats, elitism have
no place at HSU
n a time when an attitude that cries ‘‘if
everyone else is doing it we should too’’
pressures people to be like everyone else,
a fraternity has arrived at HSU looking for
members and official recognition.
It must have been too good to be true,
but as testament to our cultural priorities
and physical remoteness it has taken the
late-1970s resurgence of campus fraternities a while to reach Arcata with its pareon oad ee
ei $$
__—_—
male
leadershi
¢
Yet
the
appropriateness of a fraternity at HSU is
rightly being questioned by students and
ministration alike. For it is HSU’s
cultural differences that offer alternatives
and encourage individual forthrightness
which set it apart from many other schools.
It is ironic that one supporter of a fraternity here said HSU students are too obsessed with individualism.
Yet each of us is
distinctly different and to join a group that
prides itself on sameness seems out of place
on this campus.
At a time when elitism is commended by
some and it is fashionable to worry more
about
stereos and easier to assign
stereotypes, the attempt by Delta Sigma
Phi to form is not surprising, but it is
dismaying. For as Associated Students
President Ross Glen aptly said, ‘‘We
should be breaking down social barriers,
not creating them.”’

Social barriers are inherent with frater-

nities regardless of claims that they contribute numerous campus and community
services. The most obvious barrier is that
raised against women.
Though
this concept of a ome-sex
organization abounds, it is a bit jaded today. And at HSU, which is a campus open
to all without regard to sex or race, a campus organization — fraternity or sorority
— that excludes a person because of sex
seems in opposition to the school’s ideal.
That fraternities allow women to participate as ‘‘little sisters’’ is more demeaning than to exclude women altogether.
It is hard to measure where students
stand on a fraternity, but Glen said results
from a suggestion box question on the
topic drew overwhelming opposition from
students.
The atmosphere at HSU that allows peo-

ple to be proud of their differences and

alternative ways of thinking is a priceless

cultural commodity. A fraternity on cam-

pus merely sets this school back to a time
that is outdated.

Letters to the editor
Angered by Sanger
Editor:
The HSU Women’s Center is soliciting comments
on a feminist film which the County Board of
Education had refused to buy for use in local public
schools. The film, ‘‘The American Woman: Portraits of Courage,”’ profiles a number of women,
including M
Sanger, the founder of Planned
Parenthood.
(1883-1966) was one of the
leading eugenicists of her time. In 1919 she wrote in
her ‘‘Birth Control Review,’’ ‘‘More children from
the fit, less from the unfit — that is the chief issue
of birth control.’ In 1922 she wrote that free health

care oo

mothers and their children requires

**the
thier and more normal sections of the
world
to shoulder the unthinking and _ indiscriminate fecundity of others; which brings
with
it ... a dead weight of human waste.’’ In 1932 she
proposed ‘‘a stern and rigid
policy of sterilization

and

segregation”

of

¢t

‘‘already

tainted’’ by their heredity. She said such persons
should be offered
pensions in return for their consent to be sterilized
and that if they refused this offer they should be segregated from the rest of the
population so that their ‘‘tainted’’ inheritance
would not weaken future
ations. She said they
should be segregated for life on designated ‘‘farm
lands and homesteads’’ where ‘‘they would be
taught to work under competent instructors.”’
In 1933 her ‘‘Birth Control Review’’ featured an

and immediate action to ‘‘prevent the multiplication of bad stocks.’’
Sanger decried the fact that in the democratic
process ‘‘a moron’s vote (is) as good as the vote of a
genius” and that ‘‘funds that should be used to
raise the standard of our civilization are diverted to
maintenance of those who never should have been
born.’’ She
proposed that black people be urged to
limit their births by ministers ‘‘with oenens Pe
sonalities’’ to spearhead the movement
to
neutralize black opposition.

Feminists have, of course, a right to their choice

of heroines, but it is questionable whether this particular choice should be forced on local schools.
Jacqueline Kasun
Professor
of economics

Offensive ad libs
Editor:
It is dreadfully unfortunate that Warren Maher
was not sufficiently familiar with the life and work
of Mark Twain to capture the real essence of Ken

Richters’

performance. To Maher's credit, likely by

Professor Ernst Rudin, curator of the

sheer
t, he did reveal Mr. Richters’ mendacious character beyond doubt when he quoted
him as having said, ‘I try not to deviate from
Twain. It’s a fool who goes out there and tries to ad
lib.”” Bold-faced balderdash in the first sentence, insight into himself in the second.
Richters’ artistic immaturity and narcissism was
readily apparent to anyone who is familiar with
Twain. Students of S.L. Clemens found Richters’

Genetics, and Eugenics, who called for strenuous

Continued
on page 5

article titled ‘‘Eugenic
Need,”’

Sterilization:

An

Urgent

Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Anthropology, Human
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burdened with and go out to meet and help bring in

these economist helpers and rescuers. For right now

ad libs : offensive in the extreme (Mark
frequent
:
Skee
Mites tok Gn
ee aah <2
work inexplicably substituting Moses for Aaron
Barr “end sadly winging it with ridiculous vaud-

~ the new economic thinking and theory which they
have pioneered and explosively researched and written about still remains largely hidden and buried in
university libraries and economics departments.

begged for cheap
Twain never
Ram”’ story.
t
cena laughs
;
en
by repetitious suggestive references to ‘‘Milkies.'
40 percent Richters,
My amateur assessment was beli
could
aes
a
ae work .
ne
itus literary mind, Richters committed inex* ,

bibliography of mine of the current
literature of this
:
aaw aconamics. ’ end Geo m y 60-page rambling
on tes te
I
what
and
theory
the
of
discussion
:
;
:
are still at the library reserve desk, and I
plications
would even be glad to make a date to meet any
oe or handful of you in the library lobby or
y to help make a bit clearer the fascinating,

villian poor taste under the guise of Twain’s ‘Old

:

The informal and quite unprofessional 150-item

Simoet “unbelievable story of this now-buried
to stick == economics
ought deluding
cusable violence to Twain's work. He stop
and its almost too good to be true — yet

ve catet iar fedee dete.
advice to

Some

“

:

Whenin

doubt, tell the

ticular performance

Runnin’ round in circles
Grippin’ wienies in they cheeks.
Them high aspirin’ racers,

Dashin’ amidst the cheers,

Are seekin’
to be ;Frat Men,
:

To rise above their peers.

sage
How to be a wienie racer?
Man, you've got to have The Grip,
And keep them buns a squeezin’
Through the whole, damned trip!

’

'

and aptruth." Laughter

Floyd Jack

Engttoh

unfortunately a bit threatening to those of us on the
better-educated occupational levels — important

Twain::

live.”

—inpjications for a ‘safer and better place to

concern

Chomioes
Editor:

A quicker look at this new economics may more

withthe ually of any par-

$0

plause have

from

Mr. Maher
9

Look at them wienie racers,

Ain't they geeks

(actually, there is nothing easy about the — °“" currently reside on Spear Avenue in Arcata. It
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Prof defuses explosive situation
By Sarah Sawyer
Staff writer

y.

A potentially explosive situation was
defused last week by HSU chemistry
Professor Bob Wallace after the Humboldt County Sheriff's Department
bomb squad refused to respond.
Wallace took action six days after

3%

pounds

of explosive,

crystalline

picric acid was uncovered in the science

com

Jean Hanson, stockroom supervisor
for biological sciences, discovered the
acid Nov.
18. Hanson
said the
chemical is used in solution for staining
biological specimens in microscopy

Problems

arise when

the solution

dries out and forms crystals which can
explode if impacted, Jerry Hopkins,
campus safety coordinator, said.
Jim Smith, chairperson of biological
sciences, compared the crystals to

Despite this, Wallace’s reaction was
casual.
“I feel

what

I did

was

perfectly

Starve
Continued from page 2
can be OK because the magazines said
so,’” Siemens said. She quoted the sayee
er
t

safe,”’ he said in a telephone interview
Tuesda'
Wallace opened the bottles and
poured water over the crystals to
neutralize the chemical.
But immediately after the chemical

99

Siemens said in her treatment she
likes to focus on examining ideas and
old beliefs the anorexia victims have
about themselves that do not necessarily hold true anymore. One of these
ideas is that the woman is fat and ugly.
Siemens treats individuals on a
private basis, and also holds group

was discovered, Hopkins notified the
bomb squad.

**We were worried because it was 12

to 15 years old. We did not know if it
was stable or not and I didn’t want to
find out,’’ he said.
The bomb squad would not come,
Hopkins said.
Captain James Sintic of the sheriff's
department said, ‘‘We don’t have the

type of vehicle to transport hazardous
chemical materials anymore and we are

not ~~ to get our people hurt.
=
explosive experts only take
care of explosives like nitroglycerin,
but not hazardous chemicals which can
be explosive.’’
Hopkins said he spent three hours
calling
people in the San Francisco Bay
Area in an attempt
to find out how to
deal with the explosive.
He said no one from San Francisco
was willing t0 come this far to dispose
of the chemical.

Purge——_—______—_—_—_Continued from page 2
Garver said.
Also, stomach acid, about as stro
as car battery acid, can cause
burns in the lungs and throat, he said.
The acid can also cause decay in the
gums and teeth.
In addition,
purging increases the
chances
of ulcers and
stomach
bleeding. It can also ‘“‘blow out the
—
vessels in the throat,’’ Garver
said.
Although amenorrhea, absence of
menstruation,
rarely occurs,
the
menstrual cycle can become irregular,
Rodolfa said. And because the. body
does not take in the protein it needs,
hair and skin can be
adversely affected.
Garver said a major consequence of
bulimia is depression, which may lead
to suicidal tendencies. And to cope
with the pressure resulting from their
situation, he said, bulimics
may
develop
problems
with drugs or
alcohol.
,
These physical complications, as
well as the psychological
effects, were
discussed at a recent seminar held at
‘HSU. Heidi Schimps, a bulimic, was

one of the panelists at the meeting,

ing capacity there, and, she said, the

or.’

Treatment for anorexia nervosa is
offered at the HSU Student Health

Center,
-

the

the HSU

Counseling Center

Humboldt

Family

Service

ter.

ny

99

She

said

her

compulsion

ding.”’
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to lose

weight
began
with
the nine-day
Wonder Diet. From there she moved to
diet pills, and then starved herself.
“You want to look like,everyone
else,’’ Schimps said.
She added,
however,
that the
bulimic process has infringed upon her
lifestyle, since she must set aside time
after she eats to purge.
**I’ve been caught in the act by my
boyfriend, and I thought I was going to
lose him, but he was real understan-

OUTDOOR
HOT
TUBS
Traditional Sauna Cabins

poe.
She finds group rte
beneficial because
there is a lot of
victims can test new behaviors in a safe
environment.
**Humor is the first sign of health,”’
—
said. ‘‘That is what I look

which was
by the HSU Student Home
nomic Association.
At 14, Schimps, now a 21-year-old
hair stylist, was anorexic. At 16, she
said, she became a victim of the bi
rge syndrome, and has been at it for
ive years.
**I’m obsessed with it.”
:
In three months, Schimps, at 5 feet,
2 inches, went from 140 pounds to 89
pounds. Since she began the cycle, she
said, she has gone only one week
without binging and purging.
‘*People used to say to me, ‘How
- you eat so much and stay so skin-

University Center

826-4470
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Sheriff, 3 others killed in trailer court shootout
By Theresa Novi

Staff weiter

In a bloody shootout Monday after-

noon, three men — including unarmed

Humboldt County Sheriff Gene Cox
— were
gunned down at a Eureka
trailer park by a former mental patient.
The gunman was later fatally shot by
police.
Cox, park resident Claire Montgomery and park manager Jack Alton
were shot by Clarence Eugene McCutcheon, 50, after an argument stemming
from a dispute between the resident
and Alton, Eureka Public Safety
Director Ray Shipley said at a news
conference Tuesday.
The victims died from gunshot
wounds, Shipley said.
Police said McCutcheon, who had
been staying at the Ebb Tide Recreational Vehicle Park, had apparently
been argumentative and was acting
strangely toward Alton’s wife, Hanna.

Alton, who was Cox’s father-in-law,
informed Cox of the dispute and Cox
a
tly decided to
talk to McCutc
» police said.
A witness said Cox was shot as he
approached McCutcheon’s trailer.
icCutcheon shot the sheriff with a
.30-30-caliber hunting rifle.
Police said a statement made by one
witness said Cox, who was due to retire
Jan. 1 after 16 years as the county’s
sheriff, was shot at least four more
times as he lay on the pavement.
The gunman then apparently reloaded his rifle and went after Alton and
his wife. Instead, McCutcheon shot
and killed Montgomery inside the ofoe as he and Mrs. Alton attempted to
e.
Police said he then shot Alton outside the office.
At this point, police arrived on the
scene after an anonymous caller had

time.
McCutcheon had been diagnosed by
mental health officials in Santa Monica
“! being a manic-depressive, Shipley

alerted them.
McCutcheon
reportedly fired at
them. The officers returned the fire,
wounding the gunman.

McCutcheon was taken to General

McCutcheon had a criminal history
that included airplane bomb threats,

Hospital where he died at about 6 p.m.
Autopsies and the coroner’s investigation were under way at press
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Local fishermen watch for tagged females
By Donna
Staff weiter

Rodriguez

ed

Today marks the opening of crab season, and the
third and final year local crab fishermen will lend a
helping hand to an HSU research project.
During the past two years fishermen from Eureka
to Crescent City have been on the lookout for
female Dungeness crabs tagged by HSU faculty and
staff as part of this project.
HSU fisheries Professor David Hankin said in a
recent interview there are two reasons female crabs
are not harvested, and are therefore more easily
studied than males.
**It is believed female crabs should be left out to
reproduce. Also, females are much smaller than
males making them commercially less valuable.’’
More than 10,000 crabs have been tagged and
released at sea in an effort to study the age and
growth of the female Dungeness.
Hankin said field tagging and laboratory studies
constitute the crux of the program. Everyone involved is collectively doing what he describes as ‘‘an
excellent job.’’

Fisheries graduate student Nancy Diamond taggthe crabs. Hankin said approximately 10
uates have participated.

“*Given the heavy teaching load of HSU faculty,
a program like this would not be possible without

such assistance,”’ he said.
A $500 prize is offered each year as an incentive

for local fishermen to participate in the project.
Tags taken from the returned crabs are put into a
‘‘“community hat.’’ In October a drawing is held to
select the winning tag and determine the winner.
This year 75 fishermen returned 245 crabs. Dave
Turner of Trinidad, who turned in five tags, was
awarded the prize.
The $500 was provided by Sea Grant, a federal
program designed to encourage applied research in

.

vessel
used in the
Fishermen
are
- ged crabs this season.

project.
being asked to watch for tag-

The entire crab, with tag
or
ee
ng.
Location and depth at which
plus the vessel owner’s name

ty.

ocean resource areas.

*‘We're not doing this to call attention to how.

wonderful the grant is, but as a means to enhance

participation of fishermen and give them credit,’’
Hankin said.
Trinidad fisherman Mike Clasby pulled the winning tag. Clasby has been with the program from the
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treacherous road conditions by giving themselves
enough time to reach their destinations without
having
to speed on rain-slick highways.
Major landslides blocked highways 299 and 101
several times last year, but Clary said that this year
the land surrounding the highways has ‘‘held its
| own so far.”
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Motorists traveling during the holiday
should be on their guard for rock and mud
while on local highways, California Highway
Lt. Jim Berry said.
And Marvin C. Clary, the regional man
the Department of Transportation, predicted

the crab was caught,
and address, should

. accompany the tagged crab.
Crabs should be returned to the Department of
Fish and Game office in Eureka, the HSU Marine
Laboratory in Trinidad or any buyer in Crescent Ci-

Travelers face danger of slides
By Theresa Novi
Staff writer

attached, must be
for next year’s draw-

vy
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to council

representatives appointed

New

The legislative experience of recently
appointed members of the Student

Legislative Council range from none to
a great deal.

reshman-dorm
representative
Tracy Germann served on student advisory committees, Girls League and

various class councils in high school.

She has posted informational signs
(saying who she is and what her position entails) on campus to aid in fulfilling her role as liaison between the
dorms and SLC.
Natural resources representative
Scot Stegeman gained the majority of
his legislative experience while he attended Santa Rosa Junior College. He
was executive vice president for one
semester and served on various committees that dealt with students’ rights
issues.

Members

He served on the Student Services
Advisory Committee last year. This is
his. second year at HSU.
Physical education representative
David
Haiby
has no
political
background and has never held an office.
He holds a bachelor’s in physical
educaton
from
San
Diego . State
University.
Since no one else applied for this
position, the Personnel Committee did
not interview Haiby. Glen looked at his
application and interviewed him.
Haiby believes it is the responsibility
of the people who attend an institution
to work to improve that institution.
‘*People should not be afraid to
become involved in school extracurricular activities, especially student
government.”’

from

Continued from page 3

involvement

in student govern-

ment.

basis of what the committee asked
me.”’
“They made judgments not on personal beliefs, but on terms of those
persons interviewed.”’
But Clark Hartsock, freshman-dorm
representative applicant, believed there
was a degree of ambiguity in the questions.
‘I have no real complaints, but I feel
the questions should be more of a
definitive nature. It’s more efficient to
ask more direct questions.”’
Not being appointed freshman-dorm
representative has not kept Hartsock

“I serve on the Student

Behavioral
and social sciences
representative Otis Johnson
held
several legislative positions during high
school.
He was student body president,
representative in District 9, representative on the Board of Education in
Oakland, junior member of student
senate and president of All-City Council in which he had a constituency of
more than 28,000 students.
Interdisciplinary studies and special
programs representative Anjali Singh
did not become involved in student
government until she arrived at HSU
last year.
She became interested during her last
year in high school in West Berlin.
‘*Students there were really politically involved. What makes me mad is
that it seems nobody wants to know
what goes on here.”’
Singh said she saw the SLC position
as an opportunity for involvement.
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Committee and am on five other committees,’’ he said.
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Glen appointed Jason Randall planning commissioner on recommendation of the Personnel Committee. He
was appointed upon
the resignation of
former commissioner Steve Cates.
Randall, who initially applied for
freshman-dorm representative, has no
previous legislative experience.
‘‘I am not afraid to admit that I am
still learning. I have guidance, but |
have to stand on my own.”’
As planning commissioner, Randall
will sit on the University Resource
Planning and Budget Committee.
He said he has no reservations about
this position.
**T feel I can handle the position admirably and will give 110 percent. If I
feel I may jeopardize my position,! will
hand in my resignation.”’
Glen said he is pleased with the new
appointees.
“They’re an exceptional group of
people.”’

Political experience of members varies
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Herpes leadsto psychological trauma
A virus with no cure can be overwhelming

© Last of a series.
By Denise Morris
Staff weiter
Herpes and cancer are two six-letter

pears

as cold

sores or

fever blisters

around the mouth. Herpes Type 2 involves blisters or lesions that appear on

words that can produce the ultimate in

the genital area.

psych
devastation.
So
Helen Milner, women’s
health care nurse
practitioner at the
HSU Student Hi
Center.
‘*But there is one major difference,”’
she said. ‘‘Cancer, in some cases, can
be cured — herpes simplex cannot.
**And having no cure for this virus
can
become
an
overwhelming
psychological and sociological factor
in people’s lives.’’
Milner, who also works part time as
a registered nurse in the emergency
room
at Mad
River Community
Hospital, said the word ‘‘victim’’ is
correct in —
a
nm who has
contracted h
s ie
‘*After all, the victims did not ask to
have anything as devastating as herpes
occur to them,’’ she added.
The
simplex virus affects two
areas
of the body. Herpes Type | ap-

tremely contagious.
“*It is important to remember that
le who have the virus are not
lepers,’ Milner said. ‘‘It does not have
to ruin their lives and it certainly does
not have
to make
them
pelvic
cripples.’’
Milner said the major problem with
humans is that, intellectually, they can
define the problems of herpes, but,
emotionally, it is hard to accept the
disease.
‘People
fear ostracization —
whether it be subtle or overt,’’ she said.
‘And because herpes is usually
associated with sexual activity in the
context of promiscuity, many people
condemn
without
tryi
to
place
themselves into the situation of the
herpes victim. These people believe
that herpes is a curse for being intimate

Victims at HSU
Michelle, a 19-year-old HSU student, was exposed to the herpes
simplex virus in May.
Four days later, lesions formed. And
after an examination by a doctor,
Michelle was diagnosed as having
Herpes Type 2.
A 22-year-old male HSU student was
diagnosed as having Herpes Type 2 in
October. After three weeks of soulsearching, the male student, who
preferred
to remain anonymous, decided to discuss the impact that herpes has
had in his life.
The following excerpts of telephone
interviews with Michelle and the male
student stress the idea that there is life
after herpes:
‘‘When I was told that I had herpes,
I felt like my entire world was collapsing,’’ Michelle said. ‘‘I was horrified
because it’s incurable.

Both types are ex-

with another human being.’’
Milner, Sone psychological technique when
with a herpes patient
combines gentleness and truth, also

discussed the victim’s self-image.

“‘Human beings need other people,”’
she said. ‘‘We cannot live in a cocoon
nor isolate ourselves because of fear.
‘‘But many
herpes victims blame
themselves when they do not get the
we
from other people that is so
vitally needed.
“They revel in self-condemnation
and this practice leaves little room for
forgiveness. And if herpes
victims do
ace =
forgive themselves, then who
w

oe

Although there are no local self-help
groups
that specifically address the
psychological aspects of herpes, some
people in the area provide information
and attempt to assist the herpes victim
with the realization of the disease.
Peter
Pennekamp,
manager
of
CenterArts, announced that, if fun-

tell of life after herpes

**I also felt that I had no control
over my body. Other diseases can be
cured, but not herpes. And as a young
person, I never. had to face anything
that would last forever.
**In fact, the day I was told that I
had the virus, | wrote in my journal
that ‘if you play with fire, you get
burned.’
Apparently,
I considered
myself both as a victim and as my own
prosecutor.
‘*I was having problems dealing with
it. And because I thought
other people
would be frightened of me, I alienated
myself.
‘*For the first few months, I avoided
sex and physical contact of any kind. I
was evén afraid to shower at someone
else’s house or use their towels.
“But now I’m adjusting to it and I
can live with it.
**Reactions vary when I tell people

is available, Dr. William Wickett,
au
of a book titled ‘‘Herpes, Cause
and Control,” will speak at HSU next
quarter. Wickett’s topic will be the
herpes simplex virus.

Pennekamp

said

Wickett

is

the

former medical director of California
State University Fullerton’s Student
Health
Center.
He
added
that
Wickett’s book is based on studies of
Fullerton students with diagnosed
cases of herpes.
Terry Fountain, physician’s assistant
at Arcata’s Northcountry Clinic for
Women and Children, believes the
need for herpes counseling is becoming
stro!
in the area.
m
oblem is getting a group
ized,"’ she said.
or;
ut because of the interest expressed
for a local herpes ae pee
Fountain predicted that the
planning stages of a group she is organizing
should be completed this month.
Other sources of assistance and information for the herpes victim include:
» Herpes
Resource Center, 260
Sheridan Ave., Palo Alto, Calif.,
94306.
» California’s
Venereal
Disease
Hotline — (800) 982-5883.
» National
Venereal
Hotline — (800) 227-8922.

that I have herpes. For the most part,
people have been understanding and

Disease

react in a kind and loving way.

**But I don’t think that I would ever
tell my parents — not in the near future
anyway. They don’t acknowledge the

See HERPES, page 11
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Herpes——

Briefly
genital herpes was — why me?”’ he

“4
to'me

=

¢ most frighteniag thi:

not the virus but the fact that |

plications

Because
of all

in

Sx

that I’m sexual, so how could I tell

them that J ey herpes?

I kept

telling

ether type of

self that

Right now, I feel fine but I never

feel like | am wearing
a scarlet letter.
“‘The New Right has begun to cor-

know when the virus will come back.
It’s difficult, but I try not to dwell on

_ “Herpes is not a moral issue. What

‘*1 could see how having genital
feel
herpes could make a —
alienated or isolated. But the people at
the health center were very supportive.

relate sexually transmitted diseases to
God's wrath for sexual promiscuity.
itisisa physical disease — a virus. And
ve to answer to yourself
you on
and to God.
**But once a person comes to terms
with herpes, then that person can go on
living his or her life.
“*You should feel good about your
body and take control by eating right,
exercising and avoiding stress.
‘*But the most important thing to
remember is that herpes is a virus and
should not be considered any worse
than the common cold.
“Our society has such a hang-up
with sex and it creates a great deal of
emotional trauma over the herpes
virus.
‘““My best advice to people who may
the same experiences
be going through
that 1 did is that they should not be
ashamed.
‘The people who really matter in
your life will be able to deal with it.”

The male student shared many of the

same feelings as Michelle:
on
told I
when I was
“*My first reacti

it.

California’s

I had

infection
that could

cured with antibiotics. | continued
deny any possibility of herpes until it
absolutely d
,
Bs
5

fact

5 BE

Continued
from preceding page

omens

Deetne

et HOU.

Ae

State University
campuses
for polychlorinated
biphenyis
— PCBs — was criticized
Nov. 16 by the California
State Stu-

ne cared

at noon in

Nelson
Hall, room
120.
Vicki Sanford, the Northern Califor-

be at
SED, will r
nia orgaofnize

dent

organizational meeting.

that helped me.
“At first, 1 didn’t want to tell
anyone that I had herpes because I was
afraid people would —_ their nion of me. But the people I’ve told,
for the most part, have been very
understanding.
“Years ago, I believed in the old
stereotype that people who got herpes
were loose. This attitude is wrong
because I’m not that way and I om it.
Now I have a better understanding of
what it’s really all about.
‘*My best advice to other people with
herpes is not to let it get them down.
“‘Herpes is not the end of your life.

Association.

The CSSA urged the CSU Board ot
Trustees to “immediately
remove all
PCB contaminated
pment from
soon

2

I felt like I had someone who cared and

to construct

Registration materials for winter

quarter are available this week from

Student trustee Jenny Oropeza, at
the request of a member of the
trustees’ committee on campus planning, agreed to prepare a report on
the use and storage of PCBs on CSU
campuses.

major advisers.

Materials must be returned, with
fee payment, by noon Friday to the
drop-box in Siemens
=

ei
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with a cure and all this anxiety would

have been for nothing.”’
— Denise Morris
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Finals week compounds stress;
health center sees

more

By Beverly J. Freeman

do.”’
Academic pressure, financial difficulties and problems with relationships are common causes of
Stress among college students.

staff writer

If you feel tired, nervous or wilt during finals

week, or yell at your roommate

students

for no apparent

reason or if you shun studying given any excuse,
you may have fallen prey to the most common ailment found among college students — stress.
The physical symptoms
of stress include
headaches, backaches, insomnia and inability to
concentrate.
‘*Personality changes also occur,’’ Dr. Jerrold
Corbett, medical director of the HSU Student
Health Center, said in a recent interview. ‘‘A person becomes more short-tempered and doesn’t get
along as well with their peers as they used to.””
Lesley Meriwether, coordinator of the Health
Promotion Program at the HSU
Counseling
Center, believes stress is the primary reason why
students find difficulty in studying.
“Students under a lot of stress are unable to
study, unable to concentrate and have lower
motivation,’’ Meriwether said. ‘‘They just don’t
feel like doing anything and they’ve got so much to

**I think students are very pressured with the
demands of ae
an education within a
certain set time,’’
Corbett said. ‘‘They’re worried
about their finances, especially in today’s economy.
Because of this, some students are taking more
units, trying to get more schooling in less time and
that compounds the problem tremendously.”’
The higher demands placed on students by the
quarter system also increase stress in some students.
‘*] think there are more problems with students
on a quarter system because it is so intense,’’
Meriwether
. “*There’s -a little more stress
7
it’s compressed into a shorter period of

The

Although
stress is a common
problem
throughout the academic year, most stress-related
health problems show up during finals week.

“*We especially see it packed during finals week,”’

Roads
Continued from page 8
or * ae weeks to get the highway open,”’ Clary
said.
**You just never know how well the ground is go_
hold up, but steady rains usually bring on the
ry

Ma

Clary said CalTrans is preparing for potential
slides by ‘‘keeping people handy and having sufficient equipment readily available.’’
Energy that could be spent on maintaining good
roadway conditions is being expended on what
Clary says is a very emotional, costly endeavor —
litter cleanup.
“*Probably in the next week or two there will be

some a

good

slides’’

if the rain continues,

“Highway 299 is in a very geologically unstable
area.”’

Clary said that last year Carl’s Slide on
101 closed the road, and that if both slides

way
(Salyer

and Carl’s) had happened at the same time, Eureka

would have been isolated.
Clary added that he doesn’t believe such an occurrence is likely to happen, but because there are
only three highways out of the area — 101 going
north-south,
and 36 going
east — major slides
occurring simultaneously
cut Eureka off.

F or
FSR
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STORE

fewer

**As finals week
here
we don’t have
as many
students,”’ Meri
said. ‘‘They come in prior to
that. We have very few people coming in during
finals week compared to the weeks prior to that.
Between midterms and the end of the quarter li
short period of time in which a lot has to be done.
The quarter moves very quickly and by the time
finals week gets here there’s nothing they can do
about it.”’
Corbett said the best way to prevent stress and
stress-related problems is to relax and take breaks
during difficult study periods.
“If you constantly study and don’t do anything
else, the stress is going to get worse and it’s very
hard to get better,’’ Corbett said. ‘‘No matter how
much work you have to do, out of every hour a student should take at least 10 minutes to do
something physical, such as jogging or walking
around. It helps you to relax and get away from the
studies now and then.”’

50 percent Butterfat 1 kilo

SITLL

.

finals week, despite the in-

crease in stress.
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Corbett said. ‘‘I would guess that during finals
week 50 to 60 percent of what we see is stress
related. During the regular school
only about
25 to 30 percent of what we - is
related to stress.
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feane
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Crime program extends a helping hand
Victims, witnesses receive aid, counseling

By Joanne Pasternak
Staff writer

A program exists where victims and
witnesses of crimes can receive counseline comfort and, basically, a helping

The

Victim-Witness

Program,

in-

itiated April 19 thro
a grant from
the state, was
to act as an advocate for victims and witnesses of
violent crimes.
“We fill in the void space that law
enforcement officers don’t have time
_ to fill,*’ Barbara Allsworth, program
coordinator, said.
A network of 35 programs exists
throughout the state.
The program is funded by the State
Indemnity Fund — a fund compiled
from the fines criminals pay for their
crimes and
‘
“Our main
area is with the

psychologically

son,’’

injured or harmed per-

Allsworth

dividuals

said.

become

more

‘‘Some

in-

traumatized

than others. We're here to give them
as much support as we can.”
Besides acting as a support and
counseling group, the program aids
burglarized victims with property

witness to the courthouse or police station, acting as moral support for that

court’s processes.
ee
pane have never been involved
with actual courtroom procedures. The courts are set up for the
convenience of the criminal, not the
victim,’’ Allsworth said.
The program volunteers work with
the people to help them serve as better
witnesses in the courtroom situation.
‘For those people that have never
been in a courtroom procedure ... they
don’t know what to expect. We try to
give them a feeling of what
they can expect
once
inside
the
actual
courtroom,”’ Allsworth said.

person.

‘‘What we really try to do is spend
the time that the police don’t have to
spend, with the victim — resetting the
=
back in motion,”’ Allsworth
In addition to working with people
on a one-to-one basis, other areas of
the program have been set up.
*““We work very closely with the
neighborhood watch programs, and
we've also set up the instruction of
crime prevention in the classroom,”
Allsworth said.
The program also deals with an
outreach program. This was designed
to aid people in the more remote areas
of the state.

The program has also been designed

with yet another area — a court-escort
service.
In this aspect of the program,
volunteers accompany the victim or

victims for up to $10,000 in
costs or lost wages.
program also deals with the
or victim’s orientation into the

RSItTAUCHOrit

ar Je

eiGaeleaes

UNIONTOWN

HALLMARK

600 F Street, Unientewn Squere
Arcete

Phene

623-6242

can.’’

The prose depends on volunteers.
‘*It is possible to arrange for credit for
student volunteers,’’
worth added.
For more information on the victim
and witness program call 445-7417.

Winter Sale!

returns. The program reimburses a vic-

tim or
medical
The
witness’

‘‘Our program, we feel, is very successful. But in an area that so
desperately needs this type of function,
it’s hard to say what successful is,’’
Allsworth said. ‘‘Our statistics, feedback and active cases show that
le
are taking advantage of what is
being
offered to them.”’
The victim and witness program is
run primarily through the help of
volunteers.
‘Our goal is to become a 24-hour
program.
t now we don’t have
enough people, so we need to use an
answering machine,’’ Allsworth said.
**We respond to a call as quickly as we

oe

to them. McCune avoids inhaling the wood dust by wearing a mask.

The newly cut pieces of the rocking horses must be sanded before a finish is applied

nding

horses

reviewed in The Pacific
magazine.
Woodworker

his pine roc

Following a June showing, McCuneg@jind one of

craft fairs.

wooden herd at various

cata almost a year ago,
McCune has displayed his

Since his move to Ar-

“Woodworking has long
been my hobby, so after
three years of planning, I
opened up shop.”

the decision that it was time to make an occupational change.

After 23 years in Los Angeles law enforcement, McCune, 51, said,
“Exposure to numerous problems in the judicial system brought me to

from 9 months to 3 years old.

Of the SO wooden horses he has made, McCune said he has sold
about 10. So far, customers have bought horses for children ranging

22.

McCune’s horses will be on display Saturday at the Humboldt
Cultural Center's craft fair in Eureka. The exhibit will run until Dec.

There are a number of detailed steps involved in making a horse —
you can’t gallop through the process.
The rocking horse design consists of 20 wooden body parts, 30
metal screws, leather ears and a yarn tail, McCune said.
“The key to the appearance of these horses is sanding, sanding and
more sanding. I go through seven separate processes of sanding —
one by machine and six by hand,” McCune added.
The horses are then hand painted. “I use eight brushes for painted
as well as for varathaned horses,” McCune said.

upon the style. They are finished with three coats of lead-free paint
or varathane,” McCune said.
These crafty horses come in varathaned pine, redwood or painted
pine.
“All wood is meticulously selected for the horses, particulary with
the varathaned models. Some of the wood grains and coloring are exceptional in the pine and the varathane really accentuates the pine’s
beauty,” McCune said.
His wooden equestrians range from $65 to
$95,depending on the type of wood and finish used.

“Each horse takes from 10 to 15 hours to complete,

When it comes to building wooden rocking horses, craftsman
Robert McCune does not horse around.

Ex-officer changes career,
now crafts hobby horses

i

|;

|

=

&

Story by Lori Thomas
Photos by Jim Thomas

une pays meticulous attention to detail while painting the faces.

§

@

,

:
3

The newly cut pieces of the rocking horses must be sanded before a finish is applied
to them. McCune avoids inhaling the wood dust by wearing a mask.’

.

Zz

The finished ‘herd’ of rocking horses will be displayed at the Humboldt Cultural Center Dec.4-22.

boo

located in Arcata.

Neiman Marcus.
McCune Woodworks is

exclusive stores such as

his rocking horses
—
ill stir up buyers from

The craftsman said he

Francisco and Sacramento
with 150 of his steadfast
steeds.

rocker, but next year he
hopes to trot into San

McCune is not off his

Woodworker magazine.

reviewed in The Pacific

ing, McCune@gyind one of
horses
his pine roc

Following a June show-
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Consolidation

~County combines justice courts
despite pleas from community

By Lawre Rains
Staff writer

the

Despite

determine who
new district.

from

residents

and

members of the local legal establishment, the Humboldt County Board of
S
voted last night to conthe Klamath-Trinity and Arso
cata justice courts.
Prior to his motion for consolidation, District 1 Su
sor Ervin Renner told the aud
at the public
, “We're being cast as the
villains here, but we have to make these
very unpopular decisions.’’
The

decision

courts, which

to combine

the two

produced the new North

Humboldt Judicial District, was made
after several hours of attention to the
audience’s remarks and deliberation by
the board.
The courts will remain in operation
until the consolidation becomes effective in 30 days. Steve Harvey, elected

judge of the Klamath-Trinity court in
June, will be sworn in at the beginning
of the year and will split the caseload
with Arcata Judge Ronald Rowland.
An election will be held in 1984 to

will preside over

Also at the meeting the board receiv-

ed a report

from

the County

Ad-

ministrative Office that outlined the
budget cost savings, the services that
would be offered and the availability
of judges that consolidation would bring about.
Bruce
Adams,
who

prepared the report, said that despite

the approximate savings of $20,000
to
$32,000, the new district would ‘‘run
virtually the same.””
“It is our assumption that there

would

be no change in hours from

what is currently provided,’’ Adams
said in a recent interview.
Rowland emphasized the need for
savings in the county’s budget in a
previous interview. ‘‘The meat of the
whole argument is the cost savings —
=
what the board is concerned
about.”’
Rowland explained how the board
recently eliminated one phone line out
of the four given him, and then removed the phone altogether. ‘‘That’s how
nitpicky they’re getting.”’

At the meeting, Rowland questioned
the accuracy of the
savings.
‘*] don’t think you’re going to realize it
(savings). It just isn’t possible.’’
Harvey echoed
Rowland’s
sentiments. ‘‘I agree with Judge Rowland

that there will not
Everyone

budget

by

has

the

be any

poked

CAO

holes

savings.
in

(County

the

Ad-

ministrative Office) tonight.’’ He added to the board, “I think you're kidding yourself if you think you'll save
money,”

Board Chairperson Eric Hedlund
also agreed with Rowland. ‘‘It sounds
like Judge Rowland may be right when
“he says that there won't be any
savings.’’ Hedlund cast the only
negative vote in the 4-1 approval of the
consolidation.

The issue of the proposed savings

was not the only contention that surfaced at the meeting.
Eureka attorney Larry Eitzen expressed concern that in combining the
courts, the supervisors would disregard
the wishes of the voters. ‘‘We will lose
the flavor of having a local court to
serve the local residents,”’ Eitzen said,
adding, ‘‘People want the control over
local courts, and if consolidation occurs, people lose that control.’’
Should incumbent Klamath-Trinity
Judge P. Timothy Murphy resign
before his term expires in January, only Rowland would preside over the
courts, and not split the duties with
Harvey. This would result in instant
savings for the county.
Several of the speakers at the

cornerof 9°" GN
10 a.m. to 4 p.m

Thursday Friday

meeting

raised doubts

as to whether

this was a proper way to handle the
county’s strapped budget.

A resident and editor of a newspaper
in Willow Creek repeatedly asked the
board and its counsel if Murphy had
given any indication of resigning prior
to the end of his term, but the issue was
evaded.

‘I can’t believe that Judge Murphy

would tell the people six years ago that
he would serve his entire term, then
resign,’ Hedlund said.

Later in the meeting, County Ad-

ministrative Officer Bob Hendrix told
| has inthe crowd, ‘‘Judge go
dicated to me that he would resign if
asked to do so.””
The board’s decision was not only
based on the public hearing. The
Garberville court, which was consolidated last year, served as a prototype for the board to study.

In the report pi

for the board,

Adams stated, ‘‘While not duplicative
of the proposed North County court in
total, the successful operation of this
court system is an indicator of probable success. The workload of the
Garberville court was nearly twice that
of the Hoopa
(Klamath-Trinity)
court.”’
In related action, the board approved a motion directed by District 3
Supervisor Wesley Chesbro that directs
counsel to prepare an ordinance to annex Manila to the Eureka Judicial
District and remove it from the North
Humboldt Judicial District.

and Saturday
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Klamath-Trinity judge to feel
brunt of consolidation decision
Budget-cutting measures that have
affected all ree of local government reached into the pockets of a
Humboldt Countyj
-elect after action last night by the
Humboldt County Board of Supervisors in Eureka.
Steve Harvey, who was elected in
June over the Klamath-Trinity justice
court incumbent Judge P. Timothy
Murphy, will not take office if Murphy
resigns before his term expires in
January.
This is due to the board’s decision to
consolidate the Klamath-Trinity and
Arcata justice courts into the North
Humboldt Judicial District.
If Murphy serves out his term and
Harvey is sworn in in January, an election will be held in 1984 to determine
who will preside over the North Humboldt Judicial District. That election
would include Harvey and Arcata
Justice Court Judge Ronald Rowland.
After the four-hour meeting, Harvey
said he felt the outcome was a typical
case of rural vs. urban areas.

than me if someone runs in an election
- is then told that they aren’t need**I don’t know how you'd deal with
that, but if | was Mr. Harvey, I'd be
screaming like hell,’’ Rowland said.
“*However, if they’re going to consolidate the courts, now is the time.’’
In his statement to the board last
night, Harvey said, ‘‘It (the board’s action) won’t starve Steve Harvey’s family.”’ He said he will continue his law
practice if his elected position is
abolished.
Harvey said one of his primary
reasons for opposing the consolidation
was, ‘‘the people wanted a resident
who was responsive to their needs to be
their judge.”’
— Laura Rains

‘*We the people of Klamath-Trinity

were beaten by politics. We are only
3,000 voters and the majority of the
supervisors aren’t concerned with what

happens to the people,”’ he said.

**Tonight what we saw was a continuing drain on our services because we
don’t have political clout,’’ Harvey
said, adding, ‘‘There is not much sensitivity felt by the majority of the
board.”’
In an interview regarding Harvey’s
position in the board’s decision, County Administrative Officer Bruce
Adams said, ‘‘He has no rights — and
that is very unfortunate.”’
Rowland said he sympathized with
Harvey.

‘‘No one can appreciate more
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15% - NEW AUTOS
16% - USED AUTOS and
SIGNATURE

OTHER CREDIT UNIONS - 12% -21%
BANKS - 17% % - 25%
FINANCE COMPANIES - 19% - 25%
AMONG THE LOWEST RATES IN TOWN!

Taxes are due and Christmas is
a

erp

time away,

us help you...
HOURS:
MON., TUES., THURS., FRI.-9:00 - 3:00

WEDNESDAY

-11:30
- 5:30

1500 4TH ST.
EUREKA

(707) 443-8662
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Bergie’s owner sets sigh
:

By Soha McERigott

Berg said, the hote! will remain. in its
for the

paid

money

. Whea

the
wilt become

‘

uf

After the hotel is refurbished,
Berg

will repay the city the money it

ofthehotd.
.-°
.
Part of the money, Berg said, would
be used to relocate the hotel’s

is the owner

dent,

of Youngberg’s

Restaurant and Bergie’s Bonafide
Cafe, both in the Jacoby Storehouse.
He also built and formerly co-owned
the Old Town Bar & Grill in Eureka.
to become the owner of
Hotel.
the Arcata
The hotel, owned by the SIO Corp.,
has been in a state of disrepair for a
number of years. The ground floor is
occupied by several small shops and

the upper floors are used for low-rent

housing.
**] don’t think it (the hotel) is a safe
point,’’ said Berg, who
structure at this
for use
the building

school.
as a hotel and culinary
involvement

Berg’s

with

the hotel

depends on whether the city is awarded
a grant which would provide funds for

renovation of the hotel and relocation
of its residents.
grant the city
The
the fi
Housing and Urban Development office. The Small Cities Block Grant, as
d,be given to one of 125
will
it is calle
for it.
cities that have applied
““We have a great deal of competi-

tion

for

the

City

Arcata

grant,"’

Rory Robinson said. ‘‘I feel,
though, that the city has presented a
good case for getting the grant."
If the city does get the HUD grant,
which will be awarded in January, it
will turn the hotel over to Berg, who
will then become an equity partner
with the city in the hotel venture.
If the city does not get the grant,

residents.
“The people living there will each
- $4,$00 to find somewhere else to

Seattle in 1972 and Hag

It was while he worked for Red Lion

that Berg was introduced to Humboldt

County. He was sent to Eureka to
supervise the designing and building of
the Red Lion Motor Inn.
After it was completed, Berg, along
with another man, opened the Old
Town Bar & Grill in Eureka. A year
later, he sold his interest in the
restaurant and built Younbgerg’s in the
Jacoby Storehouse, which was then
just being refurbished after spending
several years as an empty mercantile
warehouse.
Youngberg’s opened its doors in
November 1977 and was followed four
years later by Bergie’s, which replaced

floor, Berg said, will be allowed to re-

main.
He said his plans to include a hotel in
the building stem from his concern that

Arcata lacks a quality hotel.

‘“‘What I want to do is build 25 very
nice hotel rooms for salesmen and
other people who come into Arcata
= want a nice place to stay,”’ Berg

“The furniture in the rooms will be
County
Humboldt
by
built

‘‘I want

he added.

Besides owning Youngberg’s and
Bergie’s, Berg also has an enterprise
called Lost Arts, which is an agency

:

Berg’s

other plan

art

for the Arcata

Hotel, the North Coast Culinary Society, will be a gourmet cooking school
focusing on fine foods for banquets.
**1 don’t how many times I’ve been
to large banquets and the food has
been terrible,”’ Berg said.
Berg isn’t lacking in hotel experience. After dropping out of school
at the age of 16, he worked as an accounting clerk for a hotel in Chicago.
His job consisted of emptying dimes

could fap

t

n

buildings are upgr:
look nice,’’ Berg said.

y potent

unless

made

and

reservations
£00 O1AGIE COM Ors

ROUT:
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subjects including the felling
:

ii,
NOW

Complete Works of Wm. Shakespeare $9.96

a

4

Great Book of French Impressionism

¥

~ SAVE UP TO 75%

Peter Rabbit Treasury

.
5
¥
%

$19 95 &
$3 98

DURING THIS TREMENDOUS
REMAINDER BOOK SALE!
HUMBOLDT UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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Hours.

Mon-Thurs.

8-6

Friday 8-4 30
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443-2704 |
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Redwood Park

Poetry and Masic

1

Peter Coyne with Terry Roelofs,
Mellett @ Mergot Jervis

‘benefit HOSPICE

v

§

2 Winter Tales - Storytelling

and Open

465

Mike

$10ige Loye & Gaests

TheSpars

$2 at 9

915 H Street

——’

SSS

2

to

REMAINDER BOOKS

a SS

a

Make your
Oy ter

poten

the

He added that the city already has
plans to upgrade the buildings near the
Plaza, which, he said, will benefit the
city since it could attract businesses to
the area.
Berg said his interest in the hotel
project stems from his fondness of Arcata. ‘‘Arcata has been good to me and
I'd like to do something in return.”’

:

:

travel early.

this

ad that perfect gift. You will

*

Plan your holiday

7

and

seintee ees

:

that represents local artists and craft-

se rp ey

‘

¥ Pre-Christmas Sale of

of local craftsmen.”’

‘Both ge (Robinson) and I would
like to see
the storefronts on the
Plaza remodeled to look as they did at

a

A 0 SS a 2 0 SS

the

hotel to be a showplace for the works

His restaurants feature
smen.
works done by county craftsmen.

'

Red Lion-Thunderbird

ive and plenty of notice before nari
to move,’ Berg said. ‘‘I’m concern
about those people and want to help
them out the best I can.”’
The shops on the hotel’s ground

craftsmen,””

acoby
to do with the Arcata Hotel.

12:00 noon
Everyone whe participated in the 1982
orientation program for summer sessions |, Il
and Fall are invited to our barbeque reunion .

Drinks, chips and a place te BBQ will be provided

i
i
ic
te

}

i
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Gasquet nickel mine makes no sense _ to residents
communities.

By Marte Hopkias

»

Staff writer

important

Tourism is especially

'

dig

taut taunt

Cisaah,

teenie

Califoraia, ane attracts
salmon runs.
fishermen

sports

station, said the EIS and EIR will pro-

effects on fish — even though emisthe proants
sions
of air po! llutfrom

poop,

rain
of acidon
“There is no discussi

The Compendium
of Environmental below the mine site. The nearby Smith
released
River is the last undammed river in cessing plant will be more than 10

Cobforaie Nickel Comp., _ Gescrioes
pacts of
someof the environmen
the company’s
proposed strip mine on

| The compendium
does not address

criticized as incomplete by local environmental groups and residents of

River, leaching of concentrated, and
ov toxic, aaa. or effects on

Gasquet Mountain, but it has been impacts on the fish habitat inthe Smith
the Smith River basin.

ocd

Ieootings, Ohne’ aS

together and formed’ a 400-member

©

ter.

rare plant species in the arcs. ac-

aT

che

tae

; ae

thcoast Environmental Center newslet-

tons
® day,’ Goforth said.
Del Norte County and the U.S,
Forest aervde

Gab th tee endaten Gt

preparing a joint Environmental Im-

weet Traiaseie and Bevosmeond im.
pact Report to fulfill state and federal

and public
ably be out in early 1983,
dpe
daw ode
queepeaate
cent City and Sacramento.

‘*I think we can lessen any adverse

oan
project)”
that

in

impacts
enpaugh

an

area

with

(of
said,

such

by people in Gasquet.
= The compendium said approximate-

law requirements for mining permits.

jy 1 200

Dick Pickenpaugh, district resource

ccnaretian of the mine, and 450 will

Officer for the Gasquet Forest Service

plant.
“So far, the compees, (Cal Nickel)
has indicated that it will not
provide

le will be employed for

be employed full time.

ALL CORDUROY

housing for the 1,200 workers they
will
need during the construction phase of
the project,’’ Diehl said, or increase

20% OFFII!
For the Gals:

the ‘‘notoriously rowdy’’ construction

A

Smile,

Brittenta,

For the Guys:

Seascape

D.C. Sen

Restaurant
OPEN

ALL

Francisco

MeKinleyville

Souvenir,

Lerd
Riding

Shopping

Isaac, Rechy Mountain
Geer,

Center

Zecheri

839-0136

YEAR

6:300.m.-9p.m.
Closed Tuesdays

At the Pier
Trinidad 677-3762

Toys Teo!

36 G Streets

NOAA

MARKETS

Westwood

Sunny Brae

Westwood Shopping Center

Sunny Brae Center

Alliance Road

Bayside Road

HOURS:

8-10 Monday-Saturday

Hamm’s

8-9 Sunday

Beer

12 pack 12 os. bottles

$3.39

kinko’s copies

effective December 1-7

MON. — THUR. 6-9 p.m.
SUNDAY 12-5 p.m.
Lowest prices in town on a
Large assortment of bulk foods

hi

unemployment, the mine is welcomed

organization
called Cal
Nickel’s
bors. The group’s spokesman,
John Diehl, said social conditions in
the mines that surround towns could
deteriorate with construction of the
mine and sulfuric acid processing

the police and sheriff force to handle

the

1618 G Street, Arcata 822-8712
OPEN

7 DAYS

Arts
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‘Roots’ reggae band to bring sun to area
By Stephen Crome

Is

Staff weiter

te

ee

This ya music come to chant down Babylon,
This
This
This
This
This

va
ya
ya
va
ya

music
music
music
music
music

¥

come to build a new nation,
stamp out corruption,
got some sweet sensation,
got some good vibration,
for a irie meditation.

—from ** This Ya Musik,’

The Rastafarians’

1981 album “Orthodox.”
Authentic Jamaican ‘‘roots’’ r
music will
again be heard in Arcata when Redwood Curtain

Productions presents the return of The Rastafarians }

to Mojos tomorrow night.
The Rastafarians, whose name means ‘‘followers
of Haile Selassie,’’ are an eight-piece Jamaican reggae band who live and record in Santa Cruz.
They will stop in Arcata on their tour northward
to help the Manila-Westhaven Parent Council raise
funds for its eight preschool and recreational programs throughout Humboldt and Del Norte counties.
The dance concert starts at 9:30 p.m. and tickets
are $6 in advance and $7 at the door. Tickets and
The Rastafarians’ 1981 debut album ‘‘Orthodox’”’
are available at People’s Records, Arcata and The

Works, Eureka.

,

Two appearances by the band at Mojos in 1981

<b

were high-powered, rewarding experiences which
put the enthusiastic audiences into the usual hypnotic reggae trance. MWPC Director Kim Mon-
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Publicity photo

tgomery said he expects tomorrow's performance to The Rastafarians, from left, Herb Daly, Tony Moses, Yesac (Big Dread), Elias Negash, Wolde

be a sellout show.
The members
have dedicated themselves to
Rastafarian music and the ‘‘Rasta’’ way of life
(see related story).
Three members of the band have changed since
their last appearance at Mojos, but the five-man
core of the group remains the same:
w» From Kingston, Jamaica, comes lead singer,
percussionist, lyricist and bassist Haile Maskel,
from the Tribe of Judah. His recording studio and
concert credits are a Who’s Who of reggae artists
and he formerly played with Ras Michael and the
Sons of Negus.
w» Wolde Manfesskiddus, or Shaka, is the band’s
other lead singer, drummer and percussionist. He is
of the Tribe of Judah and comes from St. James,
Jamaica.
» On congos and percussion is Yesac, or Big
Dread, from the Tribe of Benjamin. He comes from
Kingston, Jamaica’s capital, and formerly played
with Ras Michael and the Sons of Negus.
» Tony Moses, from the Tribe of Asher, plays
rhythm guitar, percussion and sings background
vocals. Born in Kingston, he has played with The
Sons of Creation, the West Coast reggae band
Roots of Creation and Jah Army.
» A founding father of the Toronto reggac
music studio scene is keyboardist and background
vocalist ‘‘Binghi.’’ He was an original member of
Roots of Creation which toured with Peter Tosh
and Toots and the Maytals. Binghi is from the Tribe
of Naphtali.
A 1981 BAM magazine review of the ‘‘Orthodox’”’
album stated that the ‘‘Rastafarians play reggae in
the best Bob Maricy-Trenchtown (a shanty-town
ghetto in Kingston) tradition; not surprising when
you consider most of the musicians on the record
ate Jamaican. The songs are quite strong, with solid
hooks and varied instruments from tune to tune.”’
The Santa Cruz Express said, ‘‘The Rastafarians’

Manfesskiddus (Shaka) and Haile Maskell. The band, with a few changes,
tomorrow night at 9:30.

Might of the Trinity

Ex-African ruler spirit of religion
Editor's note: The following description of the
religion of Rastafari and reggae music is, in part,
from a concert program of Bob Marley and the
Wailers’ 1978 ‘‘Kaya’’ tour and a 1981 press
album
Rastafarians’
The
release for
“‘Orthodox.”’

first LP is a concise blend of roots reggae and ‘dub’

(Jamaican studio music) elements, boasting strong
talent and high-tech throughout.’’
A thorough, diverse blend of r
music can be
heard regularly on KHSU-FM 91.5, Saturdays from
6 to 8 p.m. and Sundays from 4 to 6 p.m. Music
from well-known and obscure Jamaican recording

|

artists can be heard on the programs as well as
English r
» “‘ska,"’ cal
and other sounds
of the Caribbean, along with occasional interviews
with f

Loca

artists.

and Airhead.

s that pla

Air

Bergie’s at 10 p.m.

will

include Terra Firma

perform

is playing at Mojos

Saturday at |

Rastafari is an orthodox religion. Its doctrine
recognizes Haile Selassie, Jah (God) Rastafari,
of Ethiopia — a direct descendent of King
Solomon and the Queen of Sheba — as Jesus
Christ in his second manifestation.
The goal of the followers of Selassie, who are
called Rastafarians, is to reunite as the Twelve
Tribes of Israel, in the manner of Jah Chosen
People scattered to the four corners of the world
told of in the Bible.
Rastafarians, or Rastas, have natural, uncombed, unshaven hair which they refer to as
‘“‘dreadlocks.”” This follows biblical writings
which tell of the descendents of Abraham. These
the consecration
that
propose
writings
on one’s head and
is
Lord
the
(sacredness) of
that a razor must not come to the ‘“‘corners”’ of
one’s head. Also, that each hair on one’s body is
numbered and therefore should not be broken
off by any instrument of Babylon (civilization).
The Rastafarian movement was started in
Jamaica by various people who linked certain
prophecies of the Bible to the crowning of His
imperial Majesty Haile Selassie as Emperor of
Ethiopia, King of Kings, Lord of Lords and the
Conquering Lion of the Tribe of Judah on Nov.
2, 19

Selassie was born in 1892 as Lij Tafari near

Harar, Ethiopia. In 1910, he became

his province. He marrried in 1911.

governor of

He became

heir to the throne in 1916 and became known as
Ras Tafari.
Ras Tafari was progressive and became the
focus of the hopes of the younger generation. He
evolve its own concepts
insisted that Ethi

suitable to Bn

0d

existing in that ancient

area.
In 1923, he had success in admitting Ethiopia
to the League of Nations and the following year
was the first Ethiopian ruler to travel abroad.
He assumed the title of negus (king) in 1928
and two years later was crowned emperor and
took the name of Haile Selassie (Might of the
Trinity).
Amid the 1935 Italian invasion, with bombings
and poison-gas attacks, Selassie went to the
League of Nations to plead the cause of his people, but was ignored.
After exile in London, he returned to Ethiopia
in 1941 and turned the country from a state of
chaos,

destruction

and

political

fragmentation

into a stable structure.
By 1966, after nearly 50 years of rule, Selassie
had made Ethiopia the center for the Organization of African Unity and the United Nations
Economic Commission for Africa. He died in the
early 1970s but his spirit and teachings live on in
the religion of Rastafari.
Rastafarian music, called ‘‘roots’’ reggae,
declares the tribulations brought upon the people
by ‘“‘the system.”’ Its aim is to form and inspire a
universal unity of people in the name of
Rastafari and achieve the goal of repatriation to
Africa (an idea originated in the early part of the
century by Marcus Garvey, a Jamaican, who
coined the phrase ‘‘black power’’).
Rastas smoke marijuana, which they call
‘therbs,’’ as a healer to clean the body and mind
and not as a a used just to “‘get high.”’

Rastas generally do not cat meat. They prefer

a meal of rice and vegetables prepared and cooked “‘ital’’ (no salt).
Rasta musicians include Peter Tosh, Black

Uhuru, Burning
r, and the late Bob Marley
and the Wailers, who introduced the roots reggae
sound to American and European audiences in
the early 1970s.
carries a message which tries to
Roots r

inspire, teach

and comfort those who listen.

Humor brightens show

‘Silly goose’ maar
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Winston used this
ta Ces end Bee
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man and one piano, but the
possibilities
are virtually endless
George Winston proved this to be
true to a sellout crowd in the HSU Van
Duzer Theater.
Winston chose to greet the audience
Ln humorous
rather
t into his
by

Fame a
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oe

overblown

-
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‘ear-

melody
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Winston then rested from hie piano

for the next
and picked up a harmonica
two songs

Switching

monicas,

keys by switching ‘harWinston

‘Crawl Through Divorce,”’ an Irish
to which he appended his own ending.

introduc-
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known
as harmony.
Many of Winston's. saga
often
similar’ but deceptively 80.
too easy to hear just the style of the
pertenees $0 Oot VOW
seems an unassuming
man.
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page 22
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Life, love, mystery fly

Yinston-——__--—____________.
Continued
from page 21

with ‘wings of poetry’
By Debe Cliver
Guest writer

aetosdek. tale. Deeedaded

t

play. Much ot the pieasure of it lies in
Cael surprises. Dickinson was a
master of aphorism, and of delicate ir-

William
Luce’s
‘‘The Belle of
Amherst,”’ at the Pacific Art Center, is
a hybrid creature with a ee
green
heart, a body of historical
fact and
“— of
ince
first, posthumous publication of her work, the mysteries of Emi-

ly Dickinson’s

lover,
publish
tracted
Luce
hidden

life —

her

ble

reverence.

Dodgen, as Emily, must be
uded for her stamina, since the
play requires her to flash back and forth between the role of a $0-year-old woman
and her memories of being a rebellious
teenager, a young woman in the throes
of unrequited
love, a dependent

daughter

faced with the trauma of her

her seclusion, the failure to
during her lifetime — have attion.
tries in his play to explore the
life of the artist through the

father’s death.
Dodgen makes a good job of difficult material, effectively capturing
the wit and ethereal charm of the poet.
At the dress rehearsal, Dodgen is

he takes certain liberties with the facts.
For example, his Emily says that the
Rev. Charles Wadsworth was the man
with whom she fell deeply in love,
sometime around
her 30th year.
Scholars have been unable to positively

might —
wish for longer pauses
around the verse, but these are minor
points.
Dodgen has no problem at all
holding
an audience’s attention; no
mean feat, as she is the single focus of
a full-scale production.
The set, designed by Mickey White,
deserves special attention. Constructed
for intimacy, it is a lovely ———
of the gracious but slightly austere
Puritan glow of Dickinson’s work.
Those with eagle eyes and a good
memory will recognize portraits of
Dickinson's family as actual reproductions.
For those —
ge age
son’s poetry
and
persona, this play
serves as a delightful introduction. For
those already acquainted, it offers a
welcome opportunity to hear a great

vehicle of the known facts. In

doing so,

identify this man, and have suggested

almost a dozen candidates for the
honor.
But in the dress rehearsal Monday,
scholarship was not the aim of the
play. To quote from the program
notes, ‘‘As a dramatist, Luce is

necessarily more concerned

with the

dynamics, rather than the biographical
data of Dickinson’s life.’’
This one-woman
production
is
loosely structured as an afternoon of
reminiscence,
which
gives the
playwright a chance to work lots of
poetry into the text. For the most
;
this grafting is handled tactfully,
although the compressed and graceful
poetry
stands
out
within
the
framework of the drama.
This is, in fact, a fairly non-dramatic

slightly

restricted,

and

the audience

.

man

is

thought.

liberal

in

ty

both

:

dress

and

**I wouldn’t want to live without sin.
I think the universe is a sin,’’ Winston

said in an interview after the show. ‘‘l
like to think of everybody as a priest,
or nobody as a priest.”’
For the most part, slide guitar is an
acquired taste. And unless you’re Leo
Kottke, much of it sounds the same.
Winston, however, did a good job in
bringing out vague representations of

everyone from the Rolling Stones to
Mississippi John Hurt.
Winston ended the second set with
“‘Carol of the Bells,’’ a Christmas
carol that most people recognize but
can’t name.
As

the

returned

audience

and

stood,

launched

into a

Winston

stride-

piano ‘‘Jingle Bells’ even before the

people could sit down.
A second encore was in order and
Winston responded in fine fashion
with a stirring rendition of Vince
Guaraldi’s

Wind.”’

‘‘Cast

Your

Fate

to

“The Belle of Amherst”’ will run
weekends through Monday, at 8 p.m.
ao
822-0828 for reservations and
ticket

Guaraldi was one of the influences in

Fats Waller and Professor Longhair.
But Winston says he is more influenced
ae stylists, such as Alex deGrassi
Daniel Hecht.
Winston’s album, ‘‘Autumn,”’ is the
fourth - largest selling independently
produced album in record history.
Winston also does some producing

and has recently re-released a recording

by Bola Sete, a truly inspired guitarist
who no longer tours.
“If it ain’t fun, it ain’t worth a
damn,”’ Winston said. Amen.

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/FISHERIES . . .

You're Needed All Over
the World.
:
Ask Peace Corps Fishery volunteers why the rural formers of Nepal, Zaire and
Somoa need them to help introduce fish pond management, and harvesting
techniques. They'll rell you they ore helping fo increase the world’s food
supply. And they'll rell you they ore helping improve the diets and futures of
people in developing nations. Ask them why Peace Corps is the toughest job
you'll ever love.

PEACE CORPS
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Richard Edwards

Nelson Hall130

826-3341

SOMETHING NEW
FROM THE EUREKA INN

Teaching)

Presents a pablic
lectare on

2‘Consclousness,

The Key to Life’;

on Dec. &, 7:30 p.m.

Ah, caviar! We at the Inn have a way about us that

:

426 6th St., Eureka

mentary caviar, as well as a whole new look to our lounge.
French windows, exotic palms, and brass lamps have

been added to Eureka's most intimate and elegant cocktail

:

at the Eureka Eck Center |
Rm. 102, €rt Baliding

makes everything rather nice. And now we have compli-

lounge. The finishing
and caviar.
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Winston's piano career, along with

deal of her work spoken aloud.
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Humboldt Calendar
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CLASSICAL GUITAR: James Fryer, 6:30 to 9:30 p.m., Fog's,

1

Dec.

Wednesday,

CINBMAINGUUE: “ine Levencer rm Mon,
/.90 D.m.,
$1.76, “Pinythm
and Blues Revue,” 10 p.m., $2, Founders Hall

cover

4AZZ PLANO: Don Sheridan, 7 to 10 p.m., Bergie's, no cover
ACOUSTIC GUITAR: Devid Leo, 8:30 p.m. Silver Lining, Ar-

Audaronum

ARCATA

THEATER: “Mephisto,” 7:45 p.m., Breaker Morant,

call 622-6171
for time, $2.50, 12 and under$1

Audaonum
ARCATA THEATER:
“Mephisto.” 745 pm.
“Breaker
Morant,” call 822-5171 for time, $2 50, 12 and under$1
§=6MINOR THEATER: “Tron.” 7 p.m. “invaders From Mars,”

room
information cal 626ARCATA THEATER: “Quest for Fire,” 7:45 p.m,
“Space
Movie,”
9:36 p.m., $2.50, 12 and under$1
MINOR THEATER: “Grazi,”
7 p.m. “Pixote,” 905 0m.
$1.99, 12 and under $1
EUREKA THEATER: |, “Heid's Song,” 7 and
9 p.m. ; I “Time

CUMEAA IMBAIEN: |, Anne and “secret
ot Nymn, C&: lor
times; Ii, “Time Bandits,”
call for time: lil, “Tex,”
7:16 and 9:15
e.m., $3.50. 12 and under
$1 50
STATE THEATER: |, “The Empire Sirkes Back,” call
for time
u, “€.T.,"
7 and 9:10
pm; i, "Gregory's
Giri,” call
for time
$3.50, 12 and under
$1 50
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Nelson
Hall East.

9:65 p.m, $1.99, 12 and under$1
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7 and 9:10 p.m.;' M, “They Call Me Bruce?” 7:25 and

9:35 p.m., $3.50. 12 and under $1.60
EUREKA HIGH AUDITORIUM:
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Saturday,
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: 332°
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Founders Hall

. 7:30 p.m., Waterfront, no cover
, 8:30 p.m., Red Lion inn, no cover
: Last day to have events publicized
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$2,
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7:30 p.m., $1.75

10 pm,

;

“Rhythm and Blues Revue,”

“Personal Best.”

“The Secret of Nymh,” call
; Wi, “Tex,” 7:16 and
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balaya
POLK: Monk
OUET: Painter and
MEWSPAPER

‘Stumpin'
at the J,"6p.m.,Jem-

aa
icf

chain cee

bg>s

y+

7 p.m.

aeult

PROGRAM: “A Very Special Christmas,”
an an-

nual program of holiday words and music with Jean and Leon
Wagner,
8:15 p.m., Humboldt Cultural Center, $2.50, students

POP: Jen Grayling, 7 p.m., Eureka inn tounge, no cover
and seniors
$1 60
JAZZ PIANO: Don Sheridan. 7 to 10 p.m., Bergie's, no cover, §=— CINEMATHEQUE: “It's A Wonderful

“Gultriends,”

erode Sit

CHRISTMAS

8:30 p m.. Red Lion inn, no cover

ie

Painter and Spene,

efeieiee.
38
FS

COUNTRY:
Dele Hustier and Wes Fulton, 8p.m.
Suri Room.

Harbor Lanes, no cover
BLUES: Bives on the Move. 9 p.m., The Ritz, no cover

DUET:

in

ROCK: The Lee Brothers, 9:30 p.m., Fat Albert's, $2

'

THEA

‘AL: Fulkerson Recital Hall, 2.15 p.m. tree

Dec

onday,

ie ‘anal novoTh

The crowned lion holding a cross
movement.

“6

Rastafarians, a Jamaican “roots”

reggee band,
tomorrow at 9:30 p.m.

Sian
seen

Oate Hustler and Wes Fulton, 6 p.m, Surf Room.

romomee

Mojos

.

APtSin brief

free

4AZZ PIANO: Don Sheridan, 7 to 10 p.m., Bergie’s. no cover

OUST: Ponte end Sears, 8:90.91, Red Lon in, no cover

: Jan Grayling, 7

Thursday,
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Dec.

°

m.. Eureka inn lounge, no cover

REDGAS:
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2
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ROCK:

en

. RO COVEr
The O Band, 9:30 p.m

Tanna,

cake

Surt Room.

Old Town Bar & Grit,

cover

THEATER:

ROCK: The Lee Brothers, 9:30 p.m., Fat Albert's, $2.

ROCK:
Merv George,

9:30 p.m

|. 830pm.,
ano Charts
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9
4
STATE THEATER: | "The Emore Sirkes Back.” cat tortimes,
4, "ET.,”
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6:30 to 9:30 p.m.. Humboldt Cultural Center

$2, Founders
Hell
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$3 60. 12 Carol.”
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PLAY:
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‘Buried Chad,” 6 p m , Studio Theater, for ticket informa
PLAY:
tion call ConterArts 626-4411
cal
PLAY: “Bele of Amherst.” for time and ticket information
Paciiic Art Center 622-0828

s

New

HSU theater

season.
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Times reviewsays t
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play deals with ‘‘The American family
gone tO seed — each of the a
characters
is searching
for his

heritage.

Directed

at 2

$2.50

by John

ee

Heckel,

‘‘Buried

Friday through Dec. 11

Tickets are

$3.50 general and

for students and are available at

University Ticket Office, Uniontown
Hallmark, Arcata and Windjammer
Books, Eureka.

Tuesday, Dec. 7

COUNTRY:
Dele Hustier and: Wes Futon. 8.9m. Sut Room. ages
BULLEN GALLERY: 1982 Faculty Exnotion,
9 to S
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no cover
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ROCK: Mason Dixon, 9.30
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POP: Jan Graytng.

ROCK:

COUNTRY:

7pm Eurera inn
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cover
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H ome Style
Cooking
Large selection

of omelettes

SATURDAY

DANCE

is pleased

NIGHT

to announce

Arcata’s favorite biscuits
Eopresso
Homemade sou ps
6

1057 4 St., Arcata

622-3333
Open for breakfast & lunch

Best reggae in Humboldt County

eee Dec. 4

$2.50 at the door
Doors open at 9:00

ee

pane! trom a mural by David Water

Music starts at 10:00

Pressure
‘The push to excel at HSU sports

_ds provided bythe athlete, not coach
By K.C. Swan

fs

Staff writer

. “There is not an economic pressure here,’’ Van

Deren added. ‘‘There are other things besides being

under direct pressure of a scholarship.’’
Swimming coach Pam Armond

Although HSU athletes are under different types

high-pressure as the other schools in our league.”’

cross country coach

If the easy attitude toward pressure and winning
can be deemed a utopia, Wells pointed out that he
also enjoys victory and that ‘‘it it not a utopia when

Dave Wells said of his runners.

‘There is no pressure

you are not winning."

Losing is a part of athletics that coaches, players

from the administration
,

to

win

Cheek

or

and fans must face.

on

lose

‘*We have peaks and valleys,’’ Van

Frank

‘*But, it is only fun when you win,”” Van Deren

the non-pressure type of athlete.”

“The only pressure the
ee on themselves,

Deren said.

‘‘That is the way it has always been at HSU.”’

Volleyball coach Barbara van Putten agreed.
‘*The type of student that is attracted to HSU

t

other

“In swimming we are
schools they compete ot
in the toughest league in Division [1.’’
Despite this, she said her ‘‘program is not as

ment doesn’t drive their athletes to win.
Most of the pressure on athletes seems to come
from themselves. ‘‘They have internal motivation

to do their best,"’ womens’

es the only

from

feel comes

swimmers

her

pressure

agree the athletic depart-

of pressure, many coaches

added.
‘*When

you have a long year it hurts the coaches

and :it hurts recruiting,’ : Cheek said. ‘‘It: is nottleda

is

——

feel is the pressure
said.
é
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you
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Wood follows the philosophy. that basketball
should be fun and that the emphasis on winning is
sometimes harmful.
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'"~ pnigthod ised by Wood to motivate his athletes.
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Trepiak wants to

coud

Tena

— Under this plan, teams would
be put

The highest batting average belongs
‘to Richard Nelson, asenior journalism
a
tall lefty, in the manner of Babe
Ruth or Mickey Mantle, takes advan-

the same league
_— As it is now, teams sign upforacertain night and play all their games on
that night, which can lead to lopsided
scores, since some teams are more

Johnson.

softball

Pate

into divisions, with the best teams in
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Trepiak

winning
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gamblers.
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Gymnastics is for the fitness-conscious
By Patty Pearson
Staff weiter

You may be too old to be an Olympic star in gymnastics, but you can
never be too old to begin gymnastics
for fun, fitness or competition.
Not only are beginning and intermediate gymnastics classes offered
at HSU, but there are open workouts
in the HSU gymnastics room Monday
and Wednesday evenings from 7:30 to
9, as well. These workouts are for
those on any level of gymnastics.
If you decide to attend an open
workout

and

have

never

tried

gym-

nastics before, watch how other
people
.Stretch. Before trying any of the apparatus, try to stretch every part of
your body for at least 10 minutes.

most wee
sO exercises such as
After the stretches, your body
You may have seen gymnastics on
paens
mone on the bar while
should feel loose enough
to attempt the
television and thought it looked easier
ifting your legs as high as possible, will
splits. To try the splits, start from a
than it really is, but don’t get
help build strength to try new moves.
standing position with one leg forward.
discouraged because gymnastics
is
Again, watching others and asking for
Reach to the floor with one arm on
something most people have never
assistance will only be beneficial.
each side of your extended legs; now
tried, and it takes a certain amount of
As for the big leather box in the midslide your legs as close to the ground as
courage to attempt most moves.
dle of the gym, it
possible and hold that position for
is
called
a
about 30 seconds. Repeat the same
vaulting horse.
move with the other leg in front.
The springboard
If you need help with new moves,
Amy fircomt Cf it iS US ~ GSmmmmmmmmmmmnennesen en
RR RRR EEE OO
there is always somebody in charge
ed to get the height to fly over the
willing to help. A good place to start
Whether you use the gym to watch,
gymnastics is on the floor trying forvault. In order to get enough constretch, stengthen or to learn gymward somersaults to get accustomed to _ fidence to go over the vault, practice
nastics moves, it is a great way to meet
the mat. Handstands against the wall
running and jumping on the sprnew people and have fun.
ingboard.
are also a good way to get your body
used to the upside down position, and
When you feel confident, the first
finding a balancing point.
‘move to try is the squat vault. This is
Lumberjack
Moves on the balance beam are
done by springing off the board,
Classifieds
similar to moves on the floor, in that
reaching for the horse and tucking
both use comour legs through your arms until you
binations of dancave cleared the vault.
ing and tumbling
The cost of an open workout is 50
25 words!
moves. To get uscents a session. HSU student Jeff Hiatt
ed to being on a
Get yours at the
said, “I come to open workouts
because I like to stretch out.’’ Hiatt
4-inch wide beam, begin walking foruntuersity tichet office.
said he never competed in gymnastics,
ward, backward and sideways for the
but heard about the open workout
length of the beam. If your somersaults
from a friend.
were straight on the floor, you may
Paul Magnuson, also an HSU stuwant to get some assistance and try one
dent, said, ‘‘It’s a good workout and
on the beam.
it’s great for all levels of gymnastics.”’
The uneven parallel bars require the

Your body should feel loose

Only $1 for

Roll your head, shoulders...
One way to begin stretching is to roll
your head, shoulders, arms, wrists and
waist, right on down to your ankles
and feet. From there, sit on the floor in
a straddle position leaning first to one
side, then the other side and the middle.

Floating lgtus Geations FUTONS

vapanese- Style Folding Bede -100% Cotton
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ARCATA
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-

AT
1068 1 ST. ARCATA, CA.
We Buy, Sell & Trade Used Records,
Tapes, Comix, Magazines, Etc.
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Editor's views

Sports briefs

=

Women’s basketball shoots for realistic goal

Warm-up

The Lumberjack is in the process

changing

its

editorial

ES

of

staff,

therefore I’m out of a job. The new
sports editor is Jim Noonan (see his
intramural softball story on page 24).
Noonan will reign as editor for winter
ard spring quarters. He will begin his

Wrestlers start year

with two quick wins
HSU Coach Frank Cheek’s return to
wrestling proved a success as his team
trou
Sacramento State, and then
upset the University of Oregon 25-20.
The University of Oregon won the
Pacific 10 Conference wrestling title
last
, defeating HSU 50-0 en route.
Cheek, whose successful career as
HSU wrestling coach was ——
last year when he took over as athletic
director, called the win over Oregon
one of his ‘‘greatest
coaching
victories.”’
Dave Navarre, an all-conference
pick last year, won the 134-pound class
and drew praise from Cheek.
Cheek was also ‘‘impressed’’ with

Joe Kamanski’s

perfor-

mance against Oregon’s Dan Cook
who was Pac-10 champ last year.
Kamanski wrestled Cook to a draw.

Humboldt’s

sity of British Columbia; University of
South
Dakota;
and Cal
State,
Hayward.
n their last road trip, the ’Jacks
won three of five, highlighted by a
routing of Occidental College, 68-34.
Rankin said outside shooting is a

'| Men ‘s basketball team gears for intense play

own column next week.

heavyweight

The championship bracket is the
goal of coach Cinda Rankin and the
women’s basketball team this weekend
in the second annual Hayward Invitational.
Teams in the tourney are: Cal Poly,
San Luis Obispo; Fresno State; Univer-

next match

is Friday

when the team wrestles Linfield Col-

lege and Pacific University in Forest
Grove, Ore.

HSU basketball coach Tom Wood
hopes his team can play a more intense
game this weekend in the Cal Poly Aggie Invitational.
‘*We’ve had our moments, but we
need to sustain them over 40 minutes.’’
The ‘Jacks, who lost last weekend to
Santa Clara by 13 points, open the Aggie Invitational against Cal Poly, San

Luis Obispo.
Wood said he likes to play ‘‘top
notch’’ teams, such as Santa Clara and
Cal Poly, because they prepare the
team for conference games.
**We’re not as far along as | had anticipated,’’ he said. ‘‘We will be trying
to catch up this week.”’

Clark now All-Conference in two sports
Cheryl Clark became the second
woman in HSU history to receive allconference recognition in two sports
when she was named to the all Northern California Athletic Conference
volleyball team.
Clark has twice been named to the
softball all-conference team.

Teammate

Laura

Hay

honorable
mention
on
conference volleyball team.

received

the

all-

The only other Humboldt State
woman
athlete
to receive
allconference honors in two sports was
Debra Hungerford.

HSU martial artists win awards at meet
HSU psychology Professor Mary
Gruber led several HSU martial artists
to honors at the 1982 North Coast
_
Championships held here Nov.
Gruber took first place in women’s

brown belt sparring
second
place in
brown belt —"
.
Also winning awards were: David
Vill, Brad Foster, Brad MacNamara,
Douglas Bouleau, Tuck
Lee, Bill
Donovan and Robert Sherman.

Matthew's Art & Photo

troublesome area.
She said some opponents have
disrupted the ’ Jacks by forcing them to
take shots from outside the key.
As a result, the 'Jacks are switchin;
to an offense designed to get the ball
inside more often.
The ’Jacks’ offense relies heavily on
Christi Rosvold, who is averaging 20.2
points a game.
i

HSU football players
named All-NCAC
HSU receiver Eddie Pate, linebacker
Lance Hunter and defensive back Dean
Diaz were named to the first team all
Northern California Athletic Conference football team.
aro one an top ate
the nation, cai
t nine passes na
nst U.C. Davis to give him 75 catches
for the year, tying an HSU record
set by Drew Roberts in 1960.
Diaz, a junior free safety, intercepted seven
this season, a
mark which distinguished him as the

leading

conference pass interceptor for

the third consecutive year.
Diaz also tied a conference mark for
o most interceptions in a career —
Hunter was among the team leaders
in tackles this season with 85. He also
sacked opposing quarterbacks three
times.

Seniors
members
known as
named to

Dave Rush and John Rice,
of the defensive line, also
the ‘‘Green Chain,’’ were
the second team.

Olympia Beer
six pack 12 oz. cans

We're having a

PORTFOLIO SALE!!
20 % of f!!!

$1.99
save

70 cents

* red fiber
¥%& black tie
*% photography fiberbilt

1507 G St.,

768
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Look for Our Deli Foods
at Your Favorite Market
‘your cal seyfeuk preeducer zr

Auge

lo's Piz ZA PARLORS
ARCATA

7th & Pine Sts.

é@th & H Sts

443-3262

822-3172

FORTUNA
455 Fortuna Blvd.
725-6144

McKINLEYVILLE
1515 City Center Rd
839-3611

Monday thru Friday 11:00 — 1:30

hoon

plus MORE!

Arcata

13th and G Streets

“QUICKIE LUNCH” ALL-YOU-CAN-EA
INCLUDES: Pizza ¢ Salad Bar ¢ 1 Large Pepsi

tina
Ss

1-6

With Student Body Card or other proof

FRESH TOFU

“40 pon rl

December

STUDENT SPECIAL

SALADS

’

So

MON-SAT

SANDWICHES

oO" \

effective

Le

— OR — Pizza-by-the-slice is only 75* each

FREE SMALL PIZZA

Awarded every month for high

|
score
on each of our video games.

®

Classified
Services
ATTENTION:

HOME
MAINTENANCE
Prompt,
reliable service at a price you can afford. Carpentry, plumbing, painting,
roofing and gutters. Call Tony at

;

Professors, students,

445-0944.

Dec. 1, 1982

BEGIN
$146 WEEKLY
National
Shaklee Distributor needs two local
persons to mail free samples in spare
time. Write Shaklee, 946 Patricia, San
Antonio, Texas, 78213. 12-8

NEED A LIFT from studying? Try a
decaffinated balloon trom Alligator
Balloons, 854 9th Street. 822-4141.
12-1

12-1

and businessmen; Professional typing
with most subavailable year round using IBM Corr- TYPING. Experience
cting Selectric. Fast, dependable
and jects. 1! Really enjoy doing resumes
reasonable. Call Diane, 822-7114. and thesis. Call Charlotte Brown,

12-8

822-8011 after 2. 12-8

FINE HANDCRAFTED GUITARS.
Repairs, restoration on ali fretted instruments. 8 years experience, all
work
guaranteed.
Greg
Cobb,
839-3434. 12-8

TYPIST. 10 years experience.
IBM
Selectric ill. Pickup and delivery.
Reasonable rates. Please
call Ellie at
443-6140, 9am to 9pm.12-8

EXPERIENCED TYPIST wil type
TYPEWRITER REPAIRS haif price. your term papers, resumes, etc. $1
1 clean or repair your machine for half per page. Dependable. Fast. Closeto
of shop prices. Professional work, campus. Call Ann, 826-0508. 12-1
budget prices. Call Tom, 443-9586
TYPING SERVICE Low cost, high
eves. 12-8
quality.
Reports,
manuscripts,
WASHBURN
TYPING
SERVICE. resumes, essays
and thesis. For fast,
Free
pick-up
and
delivery
daily
dependable, experienced work call
Thesis and dissertation experience. Te
at 822-9078 or 443-7036.
Quality
professional
results
guaranteed.
Different type faces
STELLAR TYPING Star quality, acavailable. Call Patty, 442-4389. 12-1
curate, free pick-up and delivery in ArEureka and
McKinleyville.
MAKE IT EASY ON YOURSELF. | cata,
can do your typing on a word pro- Reasonable rates. 677-3392. 9-10
cessor. One day service with perfect p.m. best time. 12-1
work gauranteed. Flexible prices. Call
Debbie, 822-7407. 12-8

For Sale

18M SELECTRIC Typewriter repair

Page 27
The Lumberjack

for sale. Minox
B proand service. Pick-up and delivery SPY CAMERA
free. Call Bob Warvi, 822-7556. 2-2 fessional spy or reporter's miniature
camera; precision optics. $75
or best
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
IBM Cor- offer. Costs $300 plus new. Camera
recting Selectric Typewriter.
No is only as big as your index finger! Call
erasures,
no cover-ups.
Thesis, Rob at 822-9114
or leave a note in
reports, resumes. Pica or elite type; the Lumberjack office. 12-1
letter gothic, bookface, legal or italic
SALE
Nordica
ski boots
print. $6.00-hour, $3.00 minimum. FOR
Women's size 5‘ Brand new. Call
Call Earline Johnson,
442-7561
Emily
at 822-0821. 12-1
12-8

LOOKING

FOR

GIFT...for

birthdays,

A

UNIQUE

Misc.

Christmas.

friendship? Crystal,
fossil and
gemstone jewelry. Custom silverwork
available. Call 822-6204. 12-1

1974

SUBARU

Station

4-speed, 30 mpg. $1,600
fer. Call 822-5056. 12-1

Wagon.
or best
of-

HOME STEREO SPEAKERS Avid.
150 watts output with 8" woofer,
tweeter and midrange. $250 or best
offer. Call 822-7406 after 5:30 12-1

~Opportunities
WORK

IN

CHINA!

JAPAN,

degree or

foreign launguage required for most
positions.
Teach conversational
English. Send long, stamped, seifaddressed envelope for details. ESL38B, P.O.Box 336, Centralia, Wa
98531. 2-9

OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer or year
round.
Europe,
South
America,
Australia, Asia. All fields. $500-1200
monthly. Sightseeing. For free information write JC Box 52-CA1 Corona
Del Mar, Ca. 92625. 12-8
WORK

AT

weekly

working

HOME.

$200

part

or

full

to $400
time

at

home for a national company. No experience necessary.
All ages. For
free information send a stamped, selfaddressed
envelope
to
Moneymak' ers, Box 131A, Arcata,

Ca. 95521.

12-6

—

through Saturday.

12-8

THE HOLIDAYS ARE COMING!
Want your parents to welcome you
home? Want your friends to know
you? BECOME
RECOGNIZABLE!
CAMPUS CUTS. 12-1
JEWISH
STUDENT
UNION
presents a film series about the
culture and history of Isreal, Thurs-

FRANCE,

No experience,

HUSTLE INTO the Mad Hatter Hat
Shop and see our gangster hustler
hat. $21.00. 418 6th Street, Eureka.
Open 9:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Monday

day, December
9 at 8:30 p.m. in God-

win Forum.

12-8

“AND | WILL POUR out my spirit
upon ail flesh.’ Church of Holy Family,
Sundays, 11:30, 1757 J Street, Ar
cata.

12-1

GOT THE DOLORUMS? Pac-man
got your quarter? For a change of
pace try a balloon. From Alligator
Balloons, 854 9th Street (near the
Plaza). 822-4141.
12-1
BLOOD ODRIVE The Business and
Economics Club is sponsoring
a blood
drive Friday, December 3 in Godwin
Forum in Nelson Hall East between
10 am. and 2 p.m. 12-1
HSU ROCKS The HSU Geology
iS presenting its 8th annual
mineral and fossil auction at 7
ee
December 8 in NR
12-1

Club
rock,
p.m.
206.

—__Wanted_
NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY:
One
energetic, athletic “Big Brother’ for
one energetic, athletic ten-year-old
boy. His ‘Big Brother" dropped out of
the program and he is bummed. Call
~~
ee
Program at 826-3340
MURALIST WANTED The Lumber.
jack seeks someone to paint mural on
office wall. Please see Howard (3544
or 4775) for further information. 12-8

Personals
B.B. You're 21 stop. Now we can
really hit the town stop. It's been a
great seven years stop. NO Don't
stop—Pink Dog. 12-1

This BUD’S FOR YOU Sorry about
the dress. Maybe dinner dear? Lets
get together. Your Mummy. 12-1

EVON
those

ANTHONY Are you still in
woods? Missing anything?

Found it. 12-1
HEY GUYS Do
for your sister? When

you walk

your girl friend do

—

Try

12-1

BEING SINGLE...is
only half the fun
Make this a holiday to remember.
Northcoast Connections introduction Service.

Box

413,

Serving singles
Personal. 12-8

Arcata.

18-80.

677-3059.

Confidential,

JENNIFER HALLET-T Here's your
missing “T"! I'm getting
in tune, Right
in tune, I'm in tune, and I'm gonna
tune
right in on you!—The Who. 12-1

CUSTOM SCREEN PRINTED TSHIRTS ,ect.
for your Club er Organization!

RETAIL STORE FEATURING
WORKS OF LOCAL ARTISTS

Third St. Eureha, Co (707)- 443-9822
Halfway to San Francisco

95501

Give Yourself a Break!

Landmark Bakery
77 W. Commercial, Willite 95490
fine pastries, croissants, cakes,
fresh coffee, herb teas, cold juices

Open Monday - Saturday 6am to 5:30 pm

Hair’st
670 6: aA

men rtFru
ent

ee ne

“a ae

NORTH COAST MERCANTILE CO..INC.
1115 W. DEL NORTE ST. PHONE: (707) 442-3715
EUREKA, CALIFORNIA 95501
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HSU parking

No parking problem exists for
vehicle stall hunters; just a myth

C)

By Theresa Hyland
Staff writer

No
problem exists at HSU, a
ange par
control officer said.
“‘We don’t have a problem,”’ Steve
Sullivan, an HSU parking control officer said.

This news will come as a surprise to

students

who

search

the pars

below the Mai Kai Apartment buildi

ot

between the hours of 10 a.m. and
p.m. for a space to park, he said.
During those hours the core lots, on
the west side of B Street, are usually
full, Sullivan said.
Every two hours or so there is a turnover, he added. ‘‘Everybody isn’t
here at the same time.
**You can easily find s
at other
hours,”’ Sullivan said. ‘*
are still
other parking lots that are empty.”’
Elaine Rennacker and Sullivan comprise the parking enforcement staff at
HSU. They patrol the parking lots on
campus and conduct surveys and
research on HSU parking.
People are upset when there are no
spaces in the nearby parking lots,
Sullivan said. But there are always
empty spaces in the lot on the corner of
Union and 14th streets.
There are 150 to 200 empty spaces
there daily, he said. The lot is located a
block south of the Natural Resources
building and across the street from the
Plant Operations building.
‘People will do anything to avoid
walking,’’ Sullivan said. ‘‘That’s just
human

fl

nature.”’

He conceded that the walk is a
bother when it rains, but since those
spaces are not filled, there is no lack of
parking spaces on campus.
‘‘We don’t have total utilization,’
he said. Until the lots are full, there
will be no money to build more.
Five or six years ago a parking problem did exist, Sullivan said. ‘‘It didn’t
correct itself. We actively solved the
problem.”’
More people walk, ride their bikes
and use the bus, he said. There are
fewer violators and more permits are
sold.
There are 2,153 parking spaces on
campus, Sullivan said. The staff parking consists of 476 spaces, and after 5
p.m., those spaces are available for
student use. There are 1,425 student
spaces. The remaining spaces are
reserved for visitors, residence hall
parking,
handicapped,
metered,
loading zone and state service vehicle
parking.
The fee at HSU is $15 a quarter fora
car parking permit, $3.75 for a motorcycle permit and $0 cents for a day permit. The quarter fee is reduced as the
quarter continues, Patty Butterfield,
acting associate director of fiscal affairs, said.

The parking fees for California State
Universities are set by the CSU
trustees, Sullivan said. The Arcata Airport parking fees are the closest thing
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to compare with HSU’s fees. The fee at
the airport is $2.50 for 24 hours.
He said the fee at HSU is ‘‘very
reasonable,”’ considering the $2-perhour fee at some city lots.
The parking program is funded by
the money generated from parking permits, Sullivan said, adding that the
program is self-supporting.
That is ‘‘one of the things people
don’t realize.’ HSU receives no tax
for the
funds
or other
money
maintenance of its parking program.
‘* We're like a private garage,”’
Sullivan said. ‘We're just trying to
break even.”’
The money budgeted for this year
for the parking program is $113,000,
Butterfield said. The figure is a rough
estimate of how much money will be
made.
As of the Oct. 22 inventory, 2,829
permits were sold, she said. This comres with 2,592 sold for fall quarter
ast year.
The system of paying for parking is
geared toward funding replacement of
the asphalt on which the cars park,
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Under Title 5 of the California State
Codes, the only people who do not pay
for parking are visitors who come to
campus to transact business with the
and
students
excluding
state,
employees, Sullivan said.
The tickets given for violations of
the parking regulations are set by a
judge, on a scale of what will deter
people, Sullivan said.
The fines are $6.50 for no parking
decal permit, $25 for parking in a handicapped zone, $11.50 for parking in a
red-curb zone and $3.50 for having no
decal for a staff lot.
whole goal (of the citation
is to cure the problem,’’ of

people violating the parking laws,
Sullivan said.
These are real, regular laws, he added. People may disagree with them, but
people are ‘‘still breaking the law,”’ if
they disobey them. People have to
work with them until they are changed.
“*It’s like a city,’’ Sullivan said.

HSU

PARKING

-

Prop

BACKYARD...

Sullivan said. ‘‘We all have to pay.”’

“Our
system)

ah

He

suggests going to Eureka and seeing
what will happen if no money is put in
the meter.
HSU parking offenders who receive
five or more citations are subject to a

$50 fine and a mandatory court appearance. The offenders are contacted
and Sullivan or Rennacker try to determine why they have so many citations.
‘*We try to cover all bases,’’ Sullivan
a
‘*1 would rather not give out the
ticket.”’

Allowances are made for people with
special problems, he said. If someone
needs to park closer because of a handicap or for some other reason, special
arrangements can be made. These people need to contact either Sullivan or
Rennacker.
There is a plan in the works for the
city of Arcata to charge a fee for parking on the city streets near the university. The fee is designed to deter students
from parking in residential areas and
allow people who live in the areas room
to park their cars, Sullivan said. The
plan is still in the beginning stages.

Problem
Continued from front page
said | was being defensive.’’
‘All I can say is there has been much
effort to aid Lisa in her pursuit of her
academic goals,’’ McCrone said in a
telephone interview. ‘‘We do a lot of
things here to aid the handicapped. We
lend them support.’’
According to.McCrone, Bach’s pro-

blem is being handled in the top-level
offices of HSU, including the office of
the dean of graduate studies and the
office of affirmative action.

But, whether Bach’s problem can be
resolved, McCrone said it would be
‘difficult to answer.’’

“1 don’t believe the university is trying to make things hard for Lisa,”
Young said. ‘‘My chief concern is Lisa
fact that she won’t be misled
and the

and her chances at finding employment
in that field. Whether or not she
regains her voice will determine how
employable she is.”’
Buzz

Webb,

dean

of student

ser-

vices, said if the resolution to the problem does not appeal to Bach, options
are available for her on and off campus.
‘I just want her to know what her
rights are,’’ Webb said. ‘I haven't
talked to the education department yet.
My only role, right now, is if and when
it’s necessary to appeal. It’s going to go
one of two ways.
Webb asked, ‘“‘How responsible is
the university for making the decision

on how employable a student is?’’
Young said the university is seeking
to resolve Bach’s problem as fast as it
can.
**The decision doesn’t have to please
me; the fact that they make a decision
will please me,’’ Young said.
“1 don’t think it'll be resolved to
Lisa’s satisfaction,’’ he added. ‘‘But, !
think they'll deal with this, in my judgao
where Lisa will be treated
airly.”’

